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Computer systems have become more and more important in modern society. Therefore it is impor-
tant to give an estimation of the reliability of those systems, and in particular of their software. The 
discipline that deals with the reliability of computer-programming is called Software Reliability. 
Within that discipline, software reliability has been defined as the probability that a failure does not 
occur during a specified exposure time. A failure is interpreted as the result of a software fault which 
causes devation from the required output by more then specified tolerances. Several investigaters have 
built statistical models in order to estimate the reliability of software. They all considered the follow-
ing experiment. A computer program has been executed during a specified exposure period and the 
failure-times are observed. If the repairing of a fault takes place immediately after it produces a 
failure, we are dealing with a so called debugging model. Many software reliability models consider 
also the number of remaining errors or faults in the program. These models are called error-counting 
models. By using the information obtained from the experiment one can estimate the parameters of 
the underlying model, especially the total number of remaining faults in the software. Mostly max-
imum likelihood estimation is used for this purpose. The debugging and error-counting models we 
consider are the model J.D. MusA introduced in 1975 (also known as the model of JELINSKI & 
MORANDA (1972)), the model of A.L. GOEL & K. OKUMOTO from 1980 and the model B. LITTLE-
WOOD introduced in 1980. For a summary of the most common software reliability models we refer to 
RAMAMOORTHY & BASTANI (1982). 
As we have already implied, we stopped the experiment using a stop-criterion, for example "stop 
after a specified exposure time". As a consequence of this stopping rule, the number of failures in the 
exposure period will be stochastic. This is the reason why it is not clear that classical theory about 
asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators will hold. The aim of this paper is there-
fore among other things to prove the consistency of the model parameter-estimators and moreover to 
derive their asymptotic distribution. 
In the first section we will sketch our approach to the problem. We will introduce the theory of 
counting processes and martingales and we will make clear in what way we will apply asymptotic 
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theory. A novel aspect of our approach is the fact that instead of increasing the exposure period of 
the program we will increase the total number of faults in the software. A general introduction of the 
software reliability models to be considered is given in the second section. In the third, fourth and 
fifth section we will consider respectively the Musa, Goel & Okumoto and Littlewood model. In the 
sixth section we will consider goodness of fit tests, especially for the model of Musa. Along the way, 
we indicate how results can be obtained for a general class of models including the three we study in 
detail. 
1. APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM AND MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK 
For the time being, let -r be that specified (non-random) stopping time of the experiment (for a sto-
chastic stopping time -r, see the Remark on page 22). The fact that the number of faults detected in 
the time-interval [O, -r] will be stochastic is the reason why we cannot use classical maximum likelihood 
theory in deriving asymptotic theory. In particular, it is not clear that the approximate variance of the 
estimators can be found using the Fisher-information matrix or even that the estimators will be 
approximately normally distributed. 
We now introduce a new instrument we will use: the theory of counting processes and martingales. 
For a complete summary we refer to ANDERSEN & BORG AN ( 1985). Here we give a brief, mainly 
heuristic, introduction. In the following random variables are printed in bold type. 
A counting process N(t) or n1 is a stochastic process that can be thought of as the counting of 
events, in this case software failures, up to time t. Thus n1 is a non-decreasing integer valued function 
of time with jumps of size one only; it is right continuous and no =N(O)=O. In regular cases, accom-
panying a counting process n1 is an intensity process >..1 • It is interpreted heuristically as the condi-
tional probability rate that n1 jumps in a small time interval [t,t +dt] around t given all that has hap-
pened up to but not including t 
(1.1) 
where '!fr- =a{n5 , s<t}, the a-algebra generated by the paths of ns on the interval [O,t). A formal 
definition of an intensity process will be given later. 
A process x1, measurable with respect to§; for each t is called adapted. 
Notice that >..1 given the strict past is non-stochastic and therefore called predictable. (As a function 
of (w,t) it is measurable with respect to the a-algebra on Q X IR + generated by the left continuous 
adapted processes.) 
A martingale m1 or M(t) is a stochastic process with the property that the increment over a time-
interval (t,t+h] given the past has zero expectation. So formally 
E[m1 !~]=ms '<:/ s<t. (1.2) 
Informally, taking h = t - s small 
Let 
E[dm1 I§;_ ]=O. 
I 
m1 =n1 - J>..sds' 
0 
(1.3) 
then E[dm1 I '!fr-]= E[dn1 -'A1dt I '!fr-]=E[dn1 I~ -J-E['A1dt I~ -1· This equals E[dn1 I§;_ ]-'A1dt, 
since >..1 is predictable. Furthermore E[dn1I§;_]=1 · 'A1dt +O · (I -'A1dt)='A1dt. Hence, 
I I def 
E[dm1 I§;_ ]=O, so indeed n1 - f>..sds is a martingale. />..sds=A1 is called the compensator of the 
0 0 
counting process n1, it is also a predictable process. Formally, we say that >..1 is the intensity of n1 if it 
I 
is predictable and n1 - J A5 ds is a martingale. 
0 
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Some important facts on martingales and counting processes we will use are (see ANDERSEN & BoR-
GAN (1985)): 
The predictable variation process: 
def 
d <m>(t)=var { dm1 I '!Ii-} =var { dn, -A,dt I '!Ii-} = A1dt. (1.4) 
That this is true follows from the fact that A1 is predictable and from the fact that dn, is either 0 or 1. 
So var{ dn, J '!Ii-} =A1dt · (l -A1dt) = A1dt. Formally for any (locally) square integrable martingale m, 
< m >, the predictable variation process of m, is the non-decreasing predictable process such that 
m2 - <m> is a (local) martingale. In our case <m> =A. (A process has a property locally if 
there exists an increasing sequence of stopping times converging to infinity, such that the process 
stopped at each stopping time has the property.) 
Stochastic integration and predictable (co)variation: 
If h1 is a predictable process then 
var {h1dn1 J '!Ii-} =h? var { dm1 J '!Ii-} =h?d <m>(t). (1.5) 
I 
In fact fhsdms is a (local) square integrable martingale and <jh<lm>= jh2d<m>. More gen-
o 
erally 
def 
d <m1, m2 >(t)=cov{ dm1 (t), dm2(t) J '!Ii-} (1.6) 
where m1(t) and m2(t) are (local square integrable) martingales. Again m1 ·m2- <m1, m2 > is a 
local martingale. We find 
I 
<jh,dmi, fh2dm2>(t)= fh1(s)h2(s)d<m1, m2>(s), 
0 
where h1 and h2 are predictable. 
Leng/art's inequality: 
Let m1 be a local square integrable martingale. 
Then for all 13, µ>0 
Pr { 1 ~fc?,.1 Jm, J >µ}..;; ~ +Pr{<m, m>(r)>l3}. 
This is an application of Lenglart's inequality. 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
Weak convergence: 
Consider a sequence n~v) of counting processes, with intensity process A~v> and a sequence u<vl of 
(p X 1 )-vectors of predictable processes, and define 
I 
Zfl(t)= fHfl{dn~vl_Aiv>ds} j=l,2, ... ,p. (1.9) 
0 
If as P-"OO 
p 
<zM >(t)-'>G(t) v o..;;1..;;r, (l.10) 
where G is a p Xp continuous matrix function, <zM > is the matrix of elements <z}v>, zy> > 
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and if for all t:>O as V-">OO 
T p 
j[Hfl(t)]2AM(t)·I{IH_j"l(t)i>t:}dt-O for j=l. ... ,p (l.11) 
0 
then zM converges in distribution to z<xJ in the space (D[O,T]f, where z<xl is a p-variate Gaussian 
martingale with covariance function G and z<xl(O)=O. This is a special case of a martingale central 
limit theorem, see for example HELLAND (1982). (For a description of the space (D [O, T]f we refer to 
BILLINGSLEY (1968), Chapter 3.) 
Now let us look at the way we will treat asymptotic behaviour. It does not make sense to let T, the 
stopping time, grow to infinity. In many error-counting models (those in which each fault is com-
pletely removed when it produces a failure) in the long run the estimate of the total number of faults 
will trivially be equal to the true total number of faults. It makes more sense to (conceptually) 
increase the number of faults in the program. Let N be the true number of faults; we introduce a 
dummy variable /30 , where N=v/30 , v some constant. The suggestion is then to increase v (v-">oo). 
The idea is that then asymptotics should be relevant to the practical situation in which N is large and 
n,.I N not close to zero or one. Define 
n~P) the counting process n1 in the v'th experiment, /30 =N Iv is some constant unknown fraction to be 
estimated, together with possibly several other parameters; 
A~PJ the intensity process of nlPl. 
We will prove for the three models considered in detail later that the counting process n~P) divided by 
v will converge in probability uniformly on [O. Tj to a deterministic function of time depending on the 
true model parameters. Notice that it is very unusual to increase a model parameter itself, in this case 
N. This complication is solved by estimating /30 • In final results, e.g. asymptotic confidence regions, 
test-statistics, one can substitute N Iv for /30 . Besides /30 , also v will then vanish, so we will have 
expressions containing N only. 
We will illustrate our idea l.:y Figures 1.1 and 1.2. 
Dr j x~P) =n~") Iv j 
Ni--~~~--.~~~~~~~~~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/30 i---:---=:::::===:;:;;---
,_ 
-+-
--t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T 
FIGURE 1.1. 
I-"> !---"> 
FIGURE 1.2. 
In Figure 1.1 we see indeed that for T-">OO, n,. eventually equals N, the true number of faults. In Fig-
def 
ure 1.2 the vertical axis is rescaled. While increasing v, x~"l = n~"' Iv will jump more often; more 
failures will occur in the time-interval [0,T]. We have also illustrated x~"l approaching a deterministic 
function x1 with increasing v. 
To prove this convergence in probability of x~"l to the deterministic function x1 in Figure 1.2., we 
will apply Theorem 2.1 of T.G. KURTZ (1983) (cf. Theorem 8.1, p. 52 of KURTZ (1981)). Here we 
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state a simplified version of the theorem which is sufficient for our applications. 
THEOREM I.I. Suppose we can write ~Wl/v as a non-anticipating function f3 (t, x~•l; O:s:;;s<oo) 
= /3(t, x~"A 1 : o:s:;;s < oo ), with the following properties: 
f3: [O,oo)XD[O,oo)~[O,oo) is non-negative and Borel-measurable (1.12) 
'v'xED[O,oo), 'Vt-;;:.O ~~ /3(s,x)<oo (1.13) 
si;i; /3(s,x ):os;;a(M i + M 2 si;i; I x(s) I ), for some constants a, M 1 and M 2 
s-1 s-t 
3 M<oo: l/3(t,x)-/3(t,y)I :s:;; M · si;i; lx(s)-y(s)I 'Vx,yED[O,oo). 
s-t 
Then 
p 
sup I x\•>-x1 I ~ 0 as v~oo , IE[if.T) 
where x1 is the solution of 
I 
x1 = J /3(s,x )ds . 
0 
PROOF. See KURTZ (1981, 1983). 
Hence we may conclude from Theorem 1.1 that 
'Vf>O lim Pr sup - 1--x1 >f =O. [ n<·l I l P--->00 I ·c[O'.r] V 
In particular, 
nM P 
xl•l = _1_~x1 (v~oo) . 
v 
(l.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.16) 
(l.17) 
D 
( 1.18) 
( 1.19) 
To conclude this section we will give the correct expression for the likelihood function. AALEN 
(1978) showed using Radon-Nikodym derivatives that the likelihood function for parameters of the 
intensity of a counting process n observed on [O,t] is given by 
L,= [,QAT] exp [-jA,dsl. (l.20) 
where A1 is the intensity process of n1 with respect to 0l.1 =a{ ns ; s =s:;;;t} and where Ti is the i'th failure 
time. From (l.20) we can derive another expression for the likelihood function: 
L, = exp [- jA«is + j log A,dn,] . (1.21) 
Suppose A1 =A1;o for some parameter 0E0C!RP and dm1;o=dn1 -A1:odt. 
shows that under regularity conditions 
a 
/ [ a ] ao log LI= I ao log As;() dms;() 
32 1 [ a ] 2 1 [ 32 ] ao2 log LI= I aii log As;() As:ods +I ao2 log As:O dms;() 
Then a simple calculation 
( 1.22) 
(l.23) 
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Since :o log As ;D is predictable, this shows that :o log L, is a martingale, with 
a 
1 
[ a ]
2 
<ao log L>, = [ aD log As;D As;ods. (1.24) 
In Sections 3, 4 and 5 we will use this property to prove asymptotic normality of the parameter-
estimators. 
BoRGAN (1984) has formulated two theorems (p. 6 Theorem 1, p. 8 Theorem 2) to prove con-
sistency and asymptotic normality of ML-estimators in counting process-models with multiplicative 
intensities; that is, A~~1 =a1 ;o · Y~"\ where Y, is a predictable process and a1;o is a deterministic func-
tion. Unfortunately, in the three models we consider, the intensities are not of this type. Nevertheless, 
it seems possible to formulate a general theorem giving asymptotic normality (when we assume con-
sistency) of the ML-estimators in counting process models with intensities such as we are dealing 
with: A~~b =p{J(t, xM ;O). The result to be expected is 
Vv (o<"> -00 ) _: ~o.~- 1 ), (1.25) 
where 
.,. a 
~= f<ao log {J(t,x;00))®2fJ(t,x;00 )dt 
0 
(1.26) 
and x is the solution of (l.17). (For a column vector a, a ®2 is the matrix a · a T). 00 is the vector of 
true model parameters. 
REMARK. Obtaining a convenient set of regularity conditions could be a useful future research pro-
ject. 
2. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE THREE SOFTWARE RELIABILITY MODELS 
We have already mentioned in the introduction that the three models to be considered are so called 
error-counting and debugging models. In the Musa-model and the Littlewood-model the faults are 
corrected with probability one immediately when they produce a failure. This in contrast to the Goel 
and Okumoto-model; here a fault detected on account of a failure having occurred may not be 
removed and as a result may cause additional failures at a later stage. The three models are supposed 
to be applicable under the following general assumptions: 
faults produce failures; each failure is observed; 
no new faults are introduced during the repairing of detected faults; 
- the test-inputs are selected randomly from the input-set and the test-inputs are representative for 
the operational inputs; 
- software execution is stopped when a failure occurs. 
For a discussion on these assumptions we refer to MOEK (1984), p. 1-2. 
In the following, we mean by T; the failure time of the i'th occuring failure, while t; = T; -T; _ 1 
denotes the interfailure time; that is the time between gte i'th and (i - I )'th failure. R~all that at time 
-r, n.,. failures hav~ been observed. When we define t; as (T; /\ -r)-(T; _ 1 /\ -r), then t; equals t; for 
i = 1, ... , n.,. and tu,+ 1 denotes the time between the last failure time T n. and the stopping time -r. We 
will now give a brief specification of the models. 
In the Musa-model, when a failure occurs the corresponding fault is completely removed, the failure 
rate of the program is proportional to the number of remaining faults and each fault makes the same 
contribution to the failure rate of the program. So if (i - 1) faults have already been detected, the 
failure rate for the i'th failure A; becomes 
'A; ='/JQ(N -(i -1)), (2.1) 
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where cp0 is the true failure rate per fault or the occurrence rate and N is the true number of faults in 
the program. In statistical terms: we observe the order statistics (smaller than or equal to T) of a sam-
ple of N independent exponentially distributed random variables with parameter cp0 , where N and <Po 
are unknown. In terms of counting processes we can write 
(2.2) 
where Ar denotes the failure rate at time t and where Dr_ denotes the number of detected faults up to 
t. The interfailure times are independent and exponentially distributed with parameter Ai, 
f(ti I <Po, N) = <Po(N-i+l)exp {-<Po(N-i+l)t;}. 
In the Goel and Okumoto-model the failures occur according to a non-homogeneous Poisson-process 
with failure rate A.(t)=N ·Ao · e<Pi,r_ Notice that A.(t) does not depend on the process n1; it is a simple 
deterministic function of time. One can check that the expected number of failures in [O, oo) equals 
oc 
E( J A.(s)ds)=N. Thus we have N faults or sources of failures, each producing failures at an exponen-
o 
tially decreasing rate. 
The main difference in the Littlewood-model with respect to the previous two models is the fact that 
each fault does not make the same contribution to the failure rate Ar. Littlewood's argument for that 
is that larger faults will produce failures earlier then smaller ones. He treats cp1, the failure rate for 
fault number j as a stochastic variable c[>1. Notice that we have numbered the N faults arbitrarily, so 
do not confuse fault number j with the i'th occurring failure. 
Littlewood's model is an empirical Baysian model and he himself suggests a gamma distribution 
f(a,b) for the a-priori probability distribution of <f>J for all j. In section 5 we will show that the failure 
rate of the program at time t is then given by 
, = a(N -n1 -) ( 2.4) l\r b +t . 
So as in the Musa-model, Ar depends on the past of the counting process n1• 
A more extended model we will not consider in this paper, is the Poisson-Gamma model. Here, 
besides the occurrence rates cp1, the total number of faults is also treated as a random variable: N. In 
this model N and c[>1, j = l, ... , N are assumed to be independent at time zero and often a Poisson 
distribution is used for the a-priori distribution of N. For a complete description of this model see 
MOEK (1983), SPREIJ and KOCH (1983). 
In Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 we have illustrated the failure rates of the three models as a function of 
time. Again Ti denotes the time of the i'th occurring failure. 
FIGURE 2.1. MUSA 
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FIGURE 2.2. GOEL AND OKUMOTO 
aN!b 
FIGURE 2.3. LITTLEWOOD 
To ensure the failure rates are non-negative we have added an indicator-function I { n1 _ o:;;;N} to the 
failure rates of the Musa-model and the Littlewood-model. So when all faults have been detected 
(i;;;;:•T N) the intensities in the Musa and Littlewood model become zero. This is exactly how we want 
the intensity to act. 
In the Goel and Okumoto-model the failure rate never becomes zero! This is supposed to reflect the 
fact that a detected error may not be removed and may cause additional errors. However, the 
exponential hazard rate is completely arbitrary and we feel that the Musa and Littlewood models are 
much more realistic then the Goel and Okumoto model. Perhaps Goel and Okumoto's model should 
be considered as an easily analysable approximation to Musa's. 
In the Musa-model and the model of Goel and Okumoto we have to estimate two parameters: </>o 
and N. This in contrast with the Littlewood model where we have to estimate three parameters; the 
shape and scale parameters of the a priori gamma distribution (a, shape, and b, l/scale) and N, the 
true number of faults. From these, one can determine in the Musa and Littlewood models estimates 
of the remaining number of faults. In the Goel A and. Okumoto,:modelA one can determine an estimate of 
the expected number of failures still to occur (Ne-<f>r, where N and<[' are the MLE's of N and cj>). 
All models assume that ~W> is decreasing in t. If the observed rate of failures does not actually 
decrease over [O,r] in some sense, maximum likelihood estimates will fail to exist. Under each model. 
we will show that the estimates do exist with probability converging to I as v~oo. 
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3. THE MUSA-MODEL 
In the Musa-model the failure rate of the program at time t is given by 
Ar =cfJo(N -n1-). (3.1) 
So we can write down the likelihood function using ( 1.21) from Section I : 
T T 
L(N, <Po It;, i=I, ... ,"7+i)= exp {- j<Po(N-ns_)ds+ j logcjJo(N-ns-)dn5 } (3.2) 
0 0 
or equivalently 
- ~l II, 
L(N, <Po It;, i=I, ... ,"7+d= exp {- z <Po(N-i+l)t;+~ logcjJo(N-i+I)}. (3.3) 
i=l i=I 
-Note that D5 : s:;;;;T is equivalent t<?_ t1, .•• ,t,, tn,+i. where t;, i=I, ... ,"7 is the time between the 
i'th and (i - I )'th failure time and tn, + 1 is the time between the stopping time T and the "7 'th failure 
time. The likelihood function in (3.3) is the same likelihood function as what one would intuitively 
have expected: 
- - II, 
L(N, <Po I ti. ... ,t,, t,+i> = (l--F,+ 1(tn,+I I cfJo, N))IlJi<t; I cfJo, N) (3.4) 
i=I 
where in the Musa-model 
f;(t; I q,0 , N) = <Po(N -i +I) exp {-<Po(N -i + l)t;} , (3.5) 
-
and F; is the corresponding distribution function. Thus (1- F n, + 1(tu,+ 1 I <Po, N)) equals the probabil-
ity that the ("7 + l )'th failure has not occurred yet (i.e. at elapsed time t0• + 1 since the previous failure). 
The logarithm of (3.3) becomes 
- n,+I - n, 
log L(N, <Po I t;, i= I, ... , "7 +I)= - ~ <Po(N-i+ 1) t; + ~ log <Po(N-i +I). (3.6) 
i=I i=I 
Hence, the likelihood equations become 
a ·• 11,+!A_ II, 
aN logL I <[>.N = -i~I cpt;+i~I N-i+l =O (3.7) 
a . . n,+I A . - nT 
aN log L I <f>.N = - ~ (N-1 + l)t;+-A =O. (3.8) i=I cp 
A A 
where cf> and N are the maximum likelihood estimators of respectively <Po and N. Note that we let N 
vary continuously, where in fact it is a discrete variable. From (3.8) we get 
(3.9) 
Using (3.9), (3.7) now becomes 
A def -"7 II, 
f(N)=----- + ~ A =O, ~I(" 1)- i=I N-i+I 
..::.., I - t; 
(3.10) 
N--i_=_I ---
T 
smce 
11 
II,+ 1_ 
~ ti='T. 
i=l 
A A 
So N can be calculated numerically by (3.10) and afterwards q, ~an be found using (3.9). We will now 
prove consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimators q, and N in this model. In both proofs 
we will applv Theorem 1 of Section I. Let us therefore write N = v/30. where /30 is the true dummy 
_",/,{v) A (v) A (v) .,." ,{v) parameter, N =v/3 , A~vJ =<Po(N -n~v'), where /3 and l"i are the ML-estimators as defined by 
(3.9) and (3.10) of /30 and N in the v'th experiment, if these exist. 
THEOREM 3.1. In the Musa-model 
nM P 
SUD -
1
--/30(1-e-q,.,1) ~ 0 as P~OO, 
liO[O'.Tj p (3. I I) 
where f30 and <Po are the true model parameters. 
PROOF. Let in Theorem l.l 
/3(t,x)=<Po(/30 - x(t - )) · I {Oo;;;;x(t - )o;;;;/30 } . (3. I2) 
n<v) 
(Recall x~vJ =-1-, so xfrl =O). Notice that in our experiment x(t - ) is never outside [0,/30], so in fact p 
the indicator function in (3.12) is irrelevant. We will now verify conditions (l.14) and (l.15) of 
Theorem I. I. We have 
~i.;g/3(s,x)o;;;; ~i.;g I /3(s.x) I,;;;; ~12 I <Po I . I /30-x(s-) I~ I <Po I. I /30 I <oo. 
I <Po I and I /30 I arefiniteso(l.14)holds. Secondly,letx,yED[O,oo),then 
I /3(t,x)-/3(t.y) I= I <Po(/30-x(t-))-<Po(/30-y(t-)) I= 
=I <Po(y(t-)-x(t-)) I ,;;;I <Po I ·sun jy(s-)-x(s-) j. s~i 
Therefore (l.15) holds. 
n(v) p 
So SUD I - 1- - x1 I ~ 0 (v~oo ), where x1 is the solution of l·,[O'.Tj p 
I 
X1 = J <Po(/30 - Xs - )ds, that is, 
0 
-p -cp,,r Xr- oO-e ) . (3.I3) 
0 
We see that x1 is an increasing function of time and that lim x1 = lim/30(1-e -q,.,1)=/30, as was to be 
l-+'X 1-+X 
expected. An immediate consequence of Theorem 3. I is the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. In the Musa-model 
n(v) p 
-
1
- ~ /30(1-e -q,.,i) as v~oo. 
p 
(3.I4) 
THEOREM 3.2. In the Musa-model, let 00 = [~] be the 2 X I vector of true model-parameters and let 
A(v) 
if'' = [ !l•l] the maximum likelihood estimator of 00 in the ••'th experiment. Then 
12 
r'h . 0.M . . . ,r (} 
i, at 1s, u 1s a consistent estimator o1 O· 
An equivalent to (3.10) is, after some calculations, 
A def T n)"l 
UM(p<•l) = j--- d- -
0 A(v) n)•_!_ p 
13 --
p 
nM Iv 
i =O. 
T (V) p(v) - J_ f ~dt 
7" 0 p 
(3.15) 
Here js the idea of the proof of Theorem 3.2: we will show that u<•l(,B) defined by (3.15) has a unique 
root p<v), at least with probability approaching to l as v~oo. Then we will define another continuous 
function U(,B), whose only zero is the true model parameter ,80 • Finally we will show that for each 
fixed ,B, UM(,B) will converge in probability to U(,B). Recall (3.15); let 
def T nM nM Iv 
u(v)(,B)=j d-1-- T (3.16) 
n<v) P 1 T nM 
0 ,B- _!_:::__ ,B- -f-(-dt 
p 7" 0 p 
(3.17) 
def 1 n,+l - 1 T nM-1 
where c(n) = - ~ (i - 1 )t; = - J n)•l dt. Notice that UM (,8) has only been defined for ,B>-T --
7 i =I TO P 
LEMMA 3.1. /jUM(,B)=O has a solution, it is unique. 
PROOF. We will show that at each zero, UM(,B) has a negative derivative 
(3.18) 
Using UM(,B)=O, (3.18) becomes 
_l_UM(,B)=J_ [-1 l [~ ~ ] 2 - ~ [ ~ ] 2] . 
a,B P nV' i=l ,B-~ i=I ,8-~ (3.19) 
The right-hand side of (3.19) is non-positive, since 
n [ n l 2
n. i~I Xf~ i~I X; (3.20) 
for an arbitrary sequence x;, i = 1, ... , n. The ~-sign can be replaced by the >-sign if not all x; are 
equal. So 
lu<•l(,B)<O at zeros of UM(,B) if~> 1 . a,e (3.21) 
13 
a The same argument shows that a[3 UM([3)~0, whenever UM([3)>0: 
UM([3)>0 ~ O~ n~l < ~ ~ 
{3- .EJE)_ i = I {3- Ji..=.1l 
p p 
(3.22) 
Therefore 
~-n_V'_> ~< 1 [n';' 1 ] 2 
[ ]
2 (;) ~ fi-11}. 
_.EJE)_ n.,. i"'I {3-~ {3 p p 
(3.23) 
Hence 
(v) n'" 
n.,. _ ~ 1 
[p-~r ;., ~-~r (3.24) 
1 [ 1 [ n';' 1 l 2 n';' [ 1 l 2 l <- w ~ ._ -~ ._ ~o. 
P n.,. i=I {3-~ i=I {3-~ 
As a consequence of the fact that UM([3) is continuous in {3, we can conclude that UM([3) has at most 
one solution. D 
MoEK (1984) developed a criterion for the existence of a solution of UM([3)=0: 
nM -1 
There is a unique solution if and only if c(n)> .,. 
2 
To make this intuitively likely, note that for large values of P, UM([3) can be approximated by 
nM [ nM - I l UM([3) ~ v2~2 .,. 2 -c(n) . 
In Figures 3.1 and 3.2 we have illustrated this criterion. 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
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n.,. -1 
11 
n<11>-1 
c(n<->)>-.,. --
2 
FIGURE 3.1. 
n.,. -1 
11 
Now define U(/3) as 
'T I x.,. I T 
U(/3)= J ~dx1 - -- • f3>x.,.>-jx1dt, 
0 JJ X1 I 'T T {3-- f X1dt O 
TO 
where x1 ={30(1-e -<Po\ {30 and <Po the true model parameters. 
LEMMA 3.2. /30 is the unique root of U(/3)=0. 
PROOF. 
and 
def I T 
For simplicity let x.,.=-f X1dt=c(x) 
TO 
T I f f3 dx1 = -[In (/30- xi)]b =<f>o · T 0 -x t I 
So indeed U(/30 )=0. Consider 
a 'T I Xr 
a{3 U(/3)= - ! ({3- X1 )2 dx1 + (/3- Xr )2 
So we have for a zero of U(/3) (use U(/3)=0) 
a T 1 I T 1 
a
aU(/3)=-J {3- 2 dx1+-<J~dx1 )2 . fJ 0 ( X1) x T 0 fJ X1 
We can apply Jensen's inequality for a stochastic variable x: 
E(x2 ):s;;;E2(x) . 
FIGURE 3.2. 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
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In our case 
(3.31) 
So indeed the righthand side of (3.29) is non-positive and so a~ U(/3):;;;;;,_0 whenever U(/3)=0. In the 
same way we can show that aaa U(/3):;;;;;,_Q, whenever U(/3)>0. We know lim U(/3)=0 and 
fJ {3--.-x; 
limU(/3)= + oo. So using the continuity of U(/3), we have proved the desired result. 
0 f3tx, 
In Figure 3.3 we have illustrated U(/3). 
FIGURE 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let UM(/3) and U(/3) be as defined in (3.16) and (3.27). Then 
p 
u<v>(/3)~ U(/3) (v~oo) 
for each fixed /3>xT. PROOF. 
Pr (IUM(/3)-U(/3) I >E] =Pr [ j _1 <•l dx\•l - J-~-dx1 + _a_x~'--:<-vl - _x_T_ >El, (3.32) 
o f3 X1- o f3 x1 JJ-xT {3-xT 
n<•> 
where x\•l =-1- in (3.17). We know that 
v 
{w: I u<•l(f3)-U(/3)j >E}C{w: I j 1 M dx~•l- j _1 dx\vl I >~} 
0 {3- X1 - o f3 X1 - 3 
U{w: I j 1. dx\•l- j I dx1 I >~} (3.33) 
O {3- X1 - O {3- X1 - 3 
X(v) X E 
U{w· I T __ T_ I >-
3
} · 
. a -M a -p-xT JJ-xT 
So 
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Look at the first term on the righthand side of (3.34) 
T 1 T 1 p I f - (v) dx\v> - f - dx\v) I .;;;; SUP I . xV') ~ 0 • 
0 /3 X 1- 0 /3 X1- 1-[0'.T] {3-x\v)_ {3-x1_ 
p 
because xV')~ xT =/30(1-e-<PoT)<oo as a consequence of Corollary 3.1 and 
1 x(v) - x o.;;;;,~~l1 I /3-x\v)_ - /3- X1 - I = l~~l1 I (/3-x;v-;_) (/31~ X1 -- ) 
sup I x\•)_ - X1 - I p 
,;:::::1-[0'.Tj ~ 0 
~ (/3-xV')) (/3- xT) 
as a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1. So 
lim Pr I J v) dx\v> - J 1 dx\v> 
[ 
T 1 7 I 
v->x 0 f3-x\_ 0 f3-x1_ 1>;]=0. (3.35) 
Similarly 
lim Pr [ I j 
13
_
1 dx\v) - j 
13 _
1 dxr I > 3e] = 0. V->X O X1- O X1- (3.36) 
because of the fact that 
T 1 1 T 1 J d(x\v>-x1)=(xV')-x 7 ) • --- j(x\v>-x1) d (--). 
0 f3-x1- /3-xT 0 f3-x1 
(3.37) 
The first term converges in probability to zero because -
13 
1 is finite and xV'>.: X 7 for v~oo 
-xT 
(Corollary 3.1). The second term converges in probability to zero, since 
J [x\v> - x1] d [~] .;;;; SUP Ix\•> - X1 I · [~ __ l_l · 
0 /3 Xr I [0'.7] /3 X 7 /3 
[ p ~ x, - ~ ] is finite and sup«, lxi'1 - x+'· 0 according to Theorem 3.1. Finally 
lim Pr [ x~<•> -~ > 3f ] = 0 , •-x /3-xT /3- xT (3.38) 
as a consequence of Slutsky's theorem: define 
17 
- a g(a,a)=--
{3-a (3.39) 
then g(a,a) is a continuous function at a point with a<{3. Since 
(P) p {.} d _(v) p - {.} 
X 1 - X 1 <p an X 1 - x,<x 1 <p, 
p 
(v) _(v)) ( - ) g(x, , X 1 - g XT, X 1 (v-x) (3.40) 
and so (3.38) holds. So we can conclude }~~ Pr [ IU(V)({3)- U({3),>t:) =O, V't:>O, for all fixed 
p 
{3>x,. and so UM([3) - U({3) (v-x, {3 fixed). D 
A(v) 
PROOF of Theorem 3.2. We showed that LJ(vl(f3) has at most one solution fl (Lemma 3.1). Further, 
{30 , the true model Farameter is the unique solution of U({3)=0 (Lemma 3.2). In Lemma 3.3 we 
showed that UM([3)-U({3) (v-x) for each fixed {3>x 1 • Recall that UM([3) was only defined for 
{3>x<:l-l. and U({3) for {3>x 1 • Now look at an interval [{3', {3"] around {30 , where x,.<{3'<{30 <{3". v 
Let {3' satisfy {3'=x,. +t: where t: can be arbitrary small, t:>O, then one can easily see that 
lim Pr (x<;l <{3')= 1. We now have as a consequence of the continuity of UM([3) in {3 that lim Pr 
V->'X (there is a solution of u<vl(f3) =O in [{3', {3"] = l ). Moreover this solution is to the right of x<;l. This 
solution is unique by Lemma 3.1. This leads to the desired result ~<vJ .!: {30 (v-x), since the interval 
A(p} p [{3',{3"] round {30 can be taken arbitrary small. Now it is easy to show that c/> - <Po (v-cc): 
(3.41) 
A(v) {.} 
A(V) [p l p [f'Ql 8 = ~(v} - <Po =Bo (v-x). D 
A(v) TuEo; 3.3. Let again 'ii" = [ !<•>] be the maximum likelihood estimators in the v 'th experiment of 
9o = [<Po J. Then 
where (the subscript M denotes Musa) 
,. 
_l (e<l>o,. -1) 
f3o 
T 
T 
(3.42) 
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PROOF. Consider the following Taylor-expansions 
_ l a A(v) _ l a _ , AM T l a1 -#.i) 
0- Vv an log L(9 ); - Vv an log L(80 ); + v v(9 -00 ) -;; aoaO; log L(9 ) , 
where 
I -#.i) I I A(v) 8 I . . (9 -80 )j ~ (9 - o)j t=l,2; ;=1,2. (3.43) 
Following CR.AMER (1946), pp. 500-504 (cf. BILLINGSLEY (1961) Theorems 2.2 and 10.1 and BORGAN 
(1984) Theorem 2) it is sufficient to show that 
I a ··D Vv an log L(Oo)~0t(0,2:M(8o)) (v~oo) (3.44) 
and 
I a2 - P 
--2 log L(9)~ - 2:M(8o) (v~oo) . v ao (3.45) 
We will use martingale theory to prove (3.44) and (3.45). Let us first look at (3.44). Recall (3.6), 
where N = vf3o 
n~'+I 
logL(00)=- ~ <f>o(v/30 -i+l). 
i=I 
Then we get 
'''+I ,,, a n, - n, v 
a/3 log L(80) = - ~ v<f>ot; + ~ /3 _. + 1 i=I i=l V 0 l 
I 
where mlvl =nlv) _ /AY'lds is a martingale. Similarly 
0 
a n;'' +I - nM T I def T 
- log L(Oo) = - ~ (v/30 - i + l )t; + _T_ = /-dmlvl = jhlf> dml"l . 
acp i = I cf>o O <f>o 0 
a a n<v_)_ 
Notice that h~"l and h~l equal ap log Al"l and a;j; log Al"l, since Al•l = v<f>o(/30 --;--). So 
_I _ _!_ l L(8 )--1-/T I d <•l 
- I ap og 0 - - I (v) m1 v v vv 0 a n, _ /JO __ _ 
v 
and 
1 a l /T l , 
-- log L(00)=- -dml l. y,; a</> y,; o <t>o 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
We will now use the martingale central limit theorem mentioned in Section 1. Therefore we have to 
calculate the matrix predictable covariation process 
I I 
fh\"lh~"ld <m<vl >(s) jh\">h~ld <mM >(s) 
I a I o o 
< Vv aB log L(8o)>(t)=-;; 1 1 (3.51) 
/h\">Wld <mM >(s) jh~lh~ld <mM >(s) 
0 0 
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Here aaO log L(80) is considered as a process, replacing T by t in (3.49) and (3.50). Using 
d <m<v> >(s)=A}v>c1s, (3.47) and (3.48) we get 
I J vds 
0 
I ds 
cf>o J 0 (v) 0 /3 s-o---
p 
t 
I f Pds 
0 
- /30 (e-q,,,r_l) 
cpij 
=~M(Oo) when t=T. 
This convergence in probability is a consequence of Theorem 3.1: 
p 
SUP I x~v>-x1 I ~ 0 as P~OO. IE(Cf.Tj 
(v~oo) 
In order to apply the martingale central limit theorem, we hereby show that '7't:>O 
j f1 !:_ ~v) 2 c/>o(P/30-nlvl)·/ { /1 ~Iv) l>t:}dt_:O (v~oo) 
0 (v o n - ) P o n -
and 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
T cf>o 
The left-hand side of (3.53) equals J (v) 
O Dr-
' /30--
p 
><} dt. This equals 0 
nlvl_ I 
when /30--> _ 1 . So 
P € • VP 
· I { _ ~P • (v) >t:} dt =I=- 0 ~ 0 as v~oo . 
V P (/3o _ _ nr_-) 
p 
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In the same way, the left-hand side of (3.53) equals 0 when Vv >-1-. So indeed (3.53) and (3.54) 
E • </Jo 
hold. Now we can apply the martingale central limit theorem and conclude that at t =r 
1 3 ··~ Vv aB log L(Oo)~ 0l.(0,LM(Oo)) (v~oo), 
where LM(00 ) is given by (3.42). 
1 32 To prove (3.45) let us first look at -; 302 log L(Oo). 
So 
'" 32 n, 1 
- logL(O) - -v2 · "°'---3/32 ° - i~i(v,8o-i+l)2 
= -v2 J 1 dmM + J 't'U dt [,. ,. "'~ l 0 (v,80 - nl•_)_ )2 1 0 v,80 - n\•_)_ · 
32 - n~> ,. v nV_l_ ,. 1 
- 2 logL(80 ) = - 2-=-j-(/30 --)dt-j-2 dm\•l. 3<P <Po 0 <Po v 0 <Po 
32 32 
3,83</J log L(<Po) = 3<P3,8 log L(00)= -v. r. 
32 
3,82 log L(80 ) 
32 
3 ,aaip log L( <Po) 
v 32 
3<P3 ,8 log L( Bo) 
32 
aip2 log L(Oo) 
,. "'~ 1 ,. 1 f 'l'U d J dm<•l - ll(v) t--; (v) I 
o .Bo - __!_::__ o (,80 - n1 - )2 
-r 
v v 
-r 
1 ,. n~•_)_ 1 ,. · 
- -J (,80 - -)dt--- · J dml•l 
<Po o v <PB · v o 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
T l T 
We will show that _!_ J <•> dm\•l and - 21-. - · J dml•l converge in probability to zero. There-
v o (,80 - n1 - ) <Po v o 
v 
fore we apply Lenglart's inequality (see Section 1): 
Pr l JI 1 d (v) 0 p ~UP - [ (v) l 2 m,. > µ ,,,;;; - 2 + r H<f.,.J V 0 0 5 _ µ /30--
v 
< _!_ j [ 1 <•> l 2 dm~•l >,. >o 
V 0 Ds-f3o--
v 
(3.59) 
and 
Pr [sup _!_ · _!_2 /1 dm~»1>µ],,,;;; J_2 +Pr[<_!_· - 1 /.dm<•>> >o] (3.60) t E 10: ,.l v <Po o µ v <PB o s ,. 
for all o, µ>0. 
We have 
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• T ,i._ p 
< 1 j 1 d (v> > - I j 't'U d 0 
- [ (v) ]2 ID1 T - - [ (v) ]3 t~ Po ~- Po ~-Po-- Po--
P p 
(P~oo) (3.61) 
<- · - 2 jdm~v>>T = - 3 j P0-- dt~O 1 1 . 1 T [ n~vl_ l P 
P <J>o o <J>o o P 
(P~OO) (3.62) 
both as a consequence of Theorem 3.1. Now from (3.59) and (3.60) we see easily that 
IT <Po . 1 T 
- j < l dm~v) and - 2-j dm~v> converge to zero for P~oo. Again using Theorem 3.1, we Po 0 /- 2 <J>o · Po 
<Po--) 
p 
now get from (3.58) 
az 
ap2 log L(Oo) 
p az 
a<1>aP log L(80 ) 
a2 
apa<J> log L(80) P 
az 
a<1>2 log L( 80 ) -T 
(3.63) 
Now look at the following Taylor-expansion (ii=fP>) 
1 a2 - 1 a2 
-; · ao.ao. log L(6) = -; ao.ao. log L(Oo) (3.64) 
I j I j 
l 2 - a3 
+ - ~ (6-0o)k ao.ao.ao log L(6*), i = 1,2 ; j = i,2 
pk=I I J k 
where I (6* -Oo)k I ~ I (ii-Oo)k I ~(0-0o)k I and 6* actually depends on i and j. We have 
1 a3 * 1 D~> 2 T dx~V) 
- aa3 log (6 )=-~ . =2 f (/l* (v) )3 (3.65) 
P fJ P i=I (fl*-1_)3 O -X1-
P 
l a3 • l 2n~> 2x~1 
-; a<1>3 log (6 )=-; · (</>*)3 = (<J))3 . (3.66) 
The other derivatives of the third order are equal to zero. Notice that 6* and lfil may not actually be 
measurable; however the usual outer probability arguments take care of this. We have already proved 
A(p) p p 
6 ~(10 (P~OO ), SO for P~OO We get from (3.64) that also 6* ~(10 and therefore 
Pr [; I 06;0~06, log L(IJ')l<M, some finite constant ]~1 (•~oo). (3.67) 
So the whole second term on the right-hand side of (3.64) will converge in probability to zero for 
P~oo. Hence 
l a2 - p 
- - 2 log L (6) ~ - ~M (80 ). p ao (3.68) 
So indeed (3.44) and (3.45) hold. Using CRAMER (1946) or BILLINGSLEY (1961) (Theorems 2.2 and 
10.1) we may conclude 
- f A(v) c'~ 
VP (6 -80) ~ 01(0, ~M (Oo)- 1) (P~OO). (3.69) 
D 
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The conclusion of this section is that the ML-estimators p<•l and ~M are consistent (Theorem 3.2) and 
that 
where 
'T 
'T 
& (1-e-<i\>T) 
</>~ 
(Theorem 3.3). Note: the Fisher observed-information matrix converges also m probability to 
-LM (Oo): 
1 az A(v) p 
- - 2 log L (9 ) ~ -LM(00) (v~oo) v ao (3.70) 
(use (3.63) and Theorem (3.2)). 
REMARK. Both Theorem 3.2 and 3.3 have been proved for stopping at time 'T (fixed). These theorems 
p 
can also be proved when we stop at any stopping time -t-•l such that -rtv> ~ 'T, as v~oo, for instance at 
time -rC•l = T~t1 (p fixed), i.e., we would decide to stop after a fixed number of n failures, which we a 
priori expect to be a significant proportion of all. 
The above model has been applied to data from the following project: Project A (see MoEK, 1983) 
concerning an information system for registering aircraft movements. It can be classified as a transac-
tion oriented, on-line system where relatively small jobs are submitted by several users at arbitrary 
points of time. The jobs concern information retrieval as well as update of existing information. The 
information system consists of three identical subsystems, each comprising a PDP 11-34 computer 
with 256 Kbyte direct access memory, working together in such a way that each user has continually 
at his disposal the most recent information. A distributed database system is used for this purpose. 
The software consists of about 600 subroutines with an average length of 70 lines of executable code 
written in BASIC-PLUS-2 (a compiler oriented language) and about 40 subroutines with a average 
length of 200 lines of executable code written in assembler. Each subsystem has 20 Mbyte disc capa-
city. The number of user terminals connected is 35 and the number of line printers is 4. The entire 
system was developed in-house and, after some testing, was carried over to the users who continued 
testing in the operational environment. Failure data collected during the latter stage are given in 
Table 3.1. Some faults caused the same failure more than once, because immediate correction of the 
faults was not always possible. Only the first occurrence of such failures was counted for Table 3.1. It 
is not likely that we actually stopped after exactly 0.57657 Msec. A more likely used stop-criterion 
was to stop after 0.6 Msec, o.r perhaps at the first failure after 0.5 Msec. We pretend below that the 
stopping time was Tn for various values of n. 
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failure inter-failure failure failure inter-failure failure 
number time time number time time 
i t; T; i t; T; 
1 880 880 23 4450 133210 
2 3430 4310 24 4860 138070 
3 2860 7170 25 640 138710 
4 11760 18930 26 3990 142700 
5 4750 23680 27 26840 169540 
6 240 23920 28 2270 171810 
7 2300 26220 29 200 172010 
8 8570 34790 30 39180 211190 
9 4620 39410 31 14910 226100 
10 1060 40470 32 14670 240770 
11 3820 44290 33 16310 257080 
12 14800 59090 34 38410 295490 
13 1770 60860 35 1120 296610 
14 24270 85130 36 30560 327170 
15 4800 89930 37 6210 333380 
16 470 90400 38 120 333500 
17 40 90440 39 20210 353710 
18 10170 100610 40 26400 380110 
19 1120 101730 41 37800 417910 
20 980 102710 42 74220 492130 
21 24300 127010 43 84440 576570 
22 1750 128760 
TABLE 3.1. Failure times for project A (CPU time in Msec X 106) 
We constructed the upperbounds of one-sided (1-a) confidence intervals for N after detection of n 
failures, by several methods, and at different values of n. For 8 = ( ~, 0 denotes the maximum likeli-
hood estimator of 8. First of all, we constructed upperbounds for N by using (asymptotic) expected 
Fisher information and observed information respectively. By using Theorem 3.3, we have 
Vv (ifv>_8o).: m(O, ~M (80)- 1) (v-,)oo) 
T 
T 
- fio ( e -<Pc,7 _ 1) 
<P5 
-fio (e-<PciT_l) 
<P5 
(asymptotic expected information), in which 
D = - --\- (2 - e%7 - e -%7 ) - r2 . 
<Po 
-I 
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So we get 
~ (1-e./r.) 
Ai </> ? <Tn = _..___ ___ - r . 
p 1 A A 
AT ecf>'r(l -e'f>1")2 
cf> 
Notice N = vp, so var N = V1- var p. By taking v = n, we get 
Ai._ nN(e-.P..-1) 
<TN.exp - A2 2-ecf>'r - e-cf>'r + i1-cp 
(for values of uN,exp• see Table 3.2). 
Another estimator of ~ is l. IM, with 
p 
I= -
a2 1 Lj .. 
aN2 og N,cf> 
a2 1 L I .. 
acpaN og N,cf> 
a2 1 L I .. 
aNacp og N,cf> 
a2 1 L 1· . 
acp2 og N,c[> 
(3.71) 
Here I is the observed information for 0. In the case when we stop after detection of n (fixed =fpv]) 
failures, the log-likelihood function becomes 
_ n - n 
log L(N,cpjt;, i = 1, ... ,n)= - ~ cp(N-i + 1) t; + ~ log cp(N -i + 1) 
i=I i=I 
n n 
=-~ cp(N-i+l)t1+ ~ logcp(N-i+l). 
i=I i=I 
So, 
n 
I= 
i~I (N-i + 1)2 T 
T 
Taking v=n, ( l. 1)- 1 = ( l. 1)-1 is an estimator of ~- 1 , with 
v n 
1 n 1 ~ Tin 
[!1]-I = n 1=1 (N-i+l)2 n =(D')_ 1 Tin -;:;y 
cf> 
1 -T 
"2 n cf> 
-T 1 n 
n 
-~ (N-i + 1)2 ni=l 
where 
1 n D' = ~ ~ -..,-___;;_ __ 
ncp i=l cN-i + 1)2 
i1-
n 1 . 
So, we get 
U~obs =(D')-I ~ = -----1---....,....,,..-
, c[> 1 n 1 - i1-~2 
- ~ --=----
n i=l (N-i + 1)2 n 2 
(3.72) 
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(for realized values of uN.obs• see Table 3.2). We are now able to construct approximate one-sided (1-a) confidence intervals for N, for which the upperbound for N is to be calculated from 
Pr (I z I ~ ka) = l -2a, 
where 
Vn (N-N) "v "v 
A, !:::::Z=0l(O,l) 
O'N 
((l -2a) two-sided confidence interval). In this case the upperbound for N will equal 
A UN A UN 
N + ka Vn; Pr (N ~ N + ka Vn) !::::::'. 1-a. 
We calculated the upperbounds for N for both a=.05 and a=.30(k.05 =1.645 and k.3 =0.525). The 
values are given in Table 3.3a and 3.3b respectively. SPREY (1985) constructed exact one-sided (1-a) 
11 
~ (i - I)ti 
confidence intervals for N, by using the exact distribution of r = i = 1 
/1 
, for n fixed. Those 
~ ti 
i=I 
values are also tabled in 3.3a and 3.3b. Furthermore we determined upperbounds for N by making 
use of the Wilkes' Likelihood Ratio Test. Let N* be the larger of the two values for which 
where 
and 
2 [log L (N) -log L(N*)] =Ca= c, 
L (N) = max L (N,cp) 
</> 
Pr (lwl ~Ca)= l-2a 
A ~ ~ 
2 [log L (N) -log L(N)] !::::::'. w = xt, 
i.e., N* is the larger solution of 
(<P*(N*))ll iu (N* -i + 1) = (~)11 iu (N-i + 1) exp (- ~ ), 
where 
<P*(N*) = _n __ n __ _ 
~ (N* -i + l)ti 
i=I 
For the LRT-upperbounds for N, we also refer to Table 3.3a and 3.3b. Finally, we determined 
'modified expected information' upperbounds for N, by taking better account of the presence of the 
unknown Nin the expected information. We computed Nu from the equality: 
A a(Nu) 
Nu =N+ka Vn , 
with k a as mentioned before. Here 
a2(Nu) = 1 n 1 l [ I n 1 l 2
-~ . 2- -~ . 
n i=I (Nu-1+1) n i=I (Nu-1+1) 
(3.73) 
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In Table 3.3a (a=.05) it can be seen that we couldn't find any value for N11 , because 
a(N,,) • • 
Nu-k.os Vn <N, 'r/ N11 >N. In such cases one should take N 11 =x. 
Working out the cases when n = 10, 14, 20, 30. 32, 34. 36, 38 and 40 failures are detected. we are able 
to construct Tables 3.2, 3.3a and 3.3b. 
n 
10 
14 
20 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
n 
10 
14 
20 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
N • 1 /1 • n 
<f>= T 2:: (N-i + l)= ll ' 
i I 2:: (N - i + l )ti 
123.6 
16.2 
111.8 
39.9 
40.7 
38.8 
41.2 
47.2 
47.4 
'. 
' ITN 
N+ 1.645 .;;/ 
2671.3 
22.22 
772.41 
56.24 
54.44 
46.50 
49.24 
60.41 
57.86 
2.08 
21.34 
1.91 
6.42 
6.23 
6.78 
6.08 
4.78 
4.74 
i ==I 
(per Msec) 
TABLE 3.2. 
' N + 1.645 ITN. obs 
Vn 
2689.4 
22.39 
774.73 
56.37 
54.54 
46.57 
49.31 
60.50 
57.93 
Sprey 
00 
60 
00 
113 
84 
54 
55 
80 
69 
23986 
187 
3225 
2961 
2231 
745 
860 
2450 
1618 
LRT 
00 
72 
00 
121 
89 
57 
59 
83 
72 
UN. ohs 
24328 
198 
3248 
3007 
2266 
759 
875 
2482 
1640 
NII 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
TABLE 3.3a : Upperbounds for N, based on approximate 95 percent one-
sided confidence intervals for N 
A A Sprey LRT NII 11 N + 0.525 O"N. exp • ui\; 1 N+0.525 ~v;; v;; 
10 936.7 942.5 x x x· 
14 18.12 18.17 18 19 x 
20 322.63 323.38 x '.lC x 
30 45.12 45.16 46 48 x 
32 45.08 45.12 45 47 53 
34 41.26 41.28 41 43 44 
36 43.77 43.79 43 45 48 
38 51.42 51.44 51 53 57 
40 50.74 50.76 50 52 54 
TABLE 3.3b : Upperbounds for N. based on approximate 70 percent one-
sided confidence intervals for N. 
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We expected that the upperbounds for N using observed information would be closer to the Sprey-
upperbounds, than the upperbounds based on (asymptotic) expected information. Table 3.3a and 3.3b 
do not confirm this conjecture. As we expected the bounds based on the likelihood Ratio Test do not 
differ very much from the upperbounds of Sprey. The differences in Table 3.3b are smaller that in 
~.3a, possibly because it is easier to estimate a central than an extreme quantile of the distribution of 
N. The great differences in Table 3.3a. are also caused by using small sample sizes. The results in 
Table 3.3b are very satisfactory. 
4. THE GOEL AND OKUMOTO-MODEL 
The failure rate at time t in this model is given by 
A.(t) = N<Poe-cfv, N, <Pei> 0. (4.1) 
Using (1.20), the likelihood function becomes 
., 
- -<1>., ~T, "" 
L(N,<f>ojt;:i=l, ... ,n,.+l)=(N<f>o)°'e ,, ·e-N(l-e l, (4.2) 
i -
where T; = ~ t1 is the time measured from the beginning of the experiment up to the i'th failure j=l 
time and again T is the specified non-random stopping time. The logarithm of (4.2) becomes 
n, 
logL(N,<Polt;, i=l, ... ,n,.+l)=n,. logN<f>o-<Po ~ T;-N(l-e-cf>oT). (4.3) 
i=I 
So the likelihood equations become 
a~ log Ll~.N = ~ - (1-e-~) = O (4.4) 
and 
flog Ll~.N = ~ - NTe-~ -- ~ T; = O 
cp cp i=I 
(4.5) 
From (4.4) we get N > n,. and 
2F3 
I IL 9 -' -- - lo!!( I ·· -.· ) 
T ~ N 
' 
and N can he gnt numerical!_' fr\)m 
, Jd l n. ·1 · " . - '.\1 I 
f(NJ = I-~ 
or equi\'akntl) 
II. 
-) 
" 
11. cc· () 
, dd n. n, 
g( N l :cc log( I -- -.' J --:- , = 0. 
N l\i -· 117 ·t· c n:. 
t1cr I 11, (. - - ".., T ..::: n:r - ~ / 
T i ~I 
( -l.(l) 
(-!. 7) 
(-l.X l 
(4.9) 
Our aim is to prove consistency and asymptotic nnrmalit_'> of the e:-.timaturs. :\~ we did in the pre\ i-
ous section. kt us write N = P/3u and kt ,, grn\\ to intinil). By 11\1'1 we mean again the counting pro-
cess 111 in the v'th experiment. An equivalent of ( 4.8) i:-. then 
LJM dfl) =log(\- l~~('','.l) + ___ 1_1;_1·1_;_1• ___ = 0. 
/3 (I') " , t1·1 n, c~~~ Iv -r f3 - --
1' 
dd I T 
where c11··•:r = - J tdnV1 and where ~!l'l i~ ML-estimall)r of /30 in the 11'th experiment. 
T 0 
THI:OREM 4. I. In the model'!/' Guel and Ok1111wro 
n;•·l P 
sup I- - f3uO --e ~i.r JI -> 0 as v-.x 
I l!f.rJ JI 
and 
( ' H'I p n :r 
-- _, -f3oe 
JI 
PROOF. Let in Theorem 1.1 /3(s.x) be defined bv 
-<?, s /3(s.x) = <Pof3oe ' . 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Since /3(s.x) does not depend on x in this case. the conditions ( 1.14) and ( 1.15) of Theorem I. I tri\ i-
ally hold. Therefore 
where 
n("J P 
SUP 1-1 - - X11-> 0 (Jl->X). 
I jO'.rJ JI 
I 
X1 = J <Pof3oe -<:>,,s ds = /30( I - e ·· 9.J) . 
0 
Using partial integration. we get 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
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c ..... I l T I T n(''l 1 T nl''l 
__!!__2_ = - • - f tdn}V) = - f td-7- - - f -1- dt. 
P v To To v To v 
(4.16) 
So using (4.14) we get 
c "'· P /Jo 
__!!__2_ - -f30e-<?,,T + - (1-e-<"'7 ) (r-x). 
·v · </>o'T (4.17) 
D 
From Theorem 4.1 we get immediately : 
COROLLARY 4.1. In the Goel and Okumoto model 
n(v) p I /3 -<?,,/ 
- - oO-e ) (r-cc). (4.18) 
p 
MOEK (1984) proved the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. Equation ( 4. 7) has a unique solution N if and on~y {f c 11 :7 < ~ . This unique solution will 
lie in the interval 
PROOF. f(N) from (4.7) can be approximated by 
f(N)"' e -~ [e -« .. - i' ~ - 1] ( 4.19) 
therefore f(N) t 0 for N-oo, whenever C11: 7 < ~. From (4.7) we see that f(Ur) < 0. From the sign 
of the derivative of a possible root and from the continuity of f(N), we may conclude the uniqueness 
of the solution of (4.7). D 
+ 
FIGURE 4.1. Sign of the derivative at a root of f(N)=O when c11:7 <n,./2. 
Of course this lemma implies the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 4.2. u<v>(/3) defined by (4.10) for /J>x';'l has a unique solution p<v> if and only if 
n';'l cl:;~ <T. 
30 
Now define 
af3o a 
U(/3)=log(l-73)+ <X. R forf3>x,=af30 . 
-+~-! 
<PoT f3o 
(4.20) 
where a= (1-e -c?.'7 ), (30 and <Pp the true model parameters. Notice that the value of f3. for which ~ + -{- - I = 0, that is P ~ /30( I - ~) is irrelevant since it will be smaller then x 7 as a conse-
<Po T f'O cf>o t 
quence of log( I + x) .:;;; x 'Vx > - I. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let U(f3) be defined ~r (4.20). Then {30 is the unique solution <!f U(f3) = 0. 
PROOF. 
af3o a 
U(/30)= log (1--/3 ) + R 
0 ~+~-! 
c/>oT /30 
= -cf>oT + cf>oT = 0 . 
a [ 1 ap U(/3) = a R2 
../!._ - a/3 
/30 
/lo(--"-- +
1 
Ji_ - IJ'] · 
cf>oT /30 
Using U(/3)=0, the derivative at a root becomes 
a I af3o ? 
ap U(/3)= a - -[Joo (I - -)]-jf:_ - a/3 <X.2 /30 o /3 
/30 
/30 
=-a 132 /30 1-a-
/3 
- a/30 1 JL [log (l --)]-
[ ]
? 
a/30 /3 
a/30 Let a = /3, then we want to prove 
_l __ Iog2(l-x) ::::;,, O O < . = a/30 < l 
1-x x 2 ?' ' x /3 · 
From -log(l - x) ;;;;. x, O<x< l we get 
_l __ Iog2(l-x) ;;;;. _l_ + Iog(l-x) ~ h(x). O<x<l. 
1-x x 2 1-x x 
One can easily verify 
a 
ax h(x) > 0, O<x< l 
and 
lim h(x) = + ~ 
xjl 
lim h(x) = 0. 
x!O 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
So h (x) is stricly increasing and non-negative. Hence from ( 4.23) and ( 4.25) we may conclude 
a 
a{3 U(/3) ~ 0, whenever U(/3) = 0 . 
Furthermore, we know 
lim U(/3) = - oo 
/3!11/30 =x, 
and 
31 
(4.29) 
lim U(/3) = 0 . (4.30) 
P~x 
Using the continuity of U(/3) we may now conclude that /30 is the unique solution of U(/3) = 0. 0 
In Figure 4.2 we have illustrated the shape of U(/3). 
U({J) 
x., 
FIGURE 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let uv)(/3) be defined by (4.10) for /3 > x~) and U(/3) by (4.20) for /3 > XT• then 
p 
u<vl(f3) ~ U{/3) (v~oo), 
for all fixed /3 > x T· 
PROOF: follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 
A(v) [p(v)l 
8 = ~(vJ and 
then 
PROOF: 
If UM(/3) = 0 has a solution for /3>x~l, it will be unique: p<vl (Corollary 4.2). 
/30 is the unique solution of U(/3) = 0 (Lemma 4.2) p 
UM(/3) ~ U(/3) (v~oo) for all fixed /3>xT (Lemma 4.3) 
0 
32 
UM(/3) and U(/3) are continuous in /3, so let x T </3' </30 </3": 
lim Pr (there is a solution of U"l(/3) = 0 in [/3'./3"]) = I . 
Since this solution will be unique, 
A(v) p 
P -'> /30 (P-'>00) . 
A(v) 
Now look at</> from (4.6): 
AM l x~> P l xT 
<f> = - - log(l - -A-) --" - - log(l - -) = c/>o 
'T p<v) 'T /30 
as a consequence of ( 4.31) and Corollary 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. 
A(v) •'i\ Vv (6 - Oo) --" 0((0, 2:Go (Oo )- 1), 
where (GO denotes Goel and Okumoto) 
_l (l-e<f><,T) 
/30 
2:Go (Oo) = /30 /Jo •/>0T /3 7 - •/>uT 
- - - e - 0re 
c/>a c/>a 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
D 
(4.33) 
The proof of this theorem is a complete analogon of the proof of Theorem 3.3. Therefore the proof of 
Theorem 4.3 can be found in Appendix A. 
We end this section, comparing the asymptotic variances of the ML-estimators in the Musa-model 
and in the model of Goel and Okumoto. Recall (3.42) 
Hence 
where 
2:M (Oo) = 
'T 
2: (0 )-1 = _l_ 
M O detM 
'T 
- /30 (e -q,.,T - I) 
c/>a 
-'T 
-'T 
d l <f><,T 2 l -.P,,T ) 0 etM = - e - - + - e - r -;;;;. . 
c/>a c/>a c/>a 
From (4.33) we get 
LGo (Oo)-1 = -d l 
etGo 
/30 /30 -<f>.1T /3 ? -<f><,T -'Te-<f>uT 
- - - e - 0re 
cJ>a c/>a 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
Since detco = e -<f>,,T. detM, (4.35) becomes 
_P!!_ (e -9.,T - l)e9"T - /3 r 
<1>6 0 
_l_ (e<?,,T - 1) 
/30 
33 
( 4.36) 
Comparing (4.34) and (4.36), w~ see that only the top-left elements I.l}(fi0 ) and Ih1a(80 ) differ, that is, 
the asymptotic variance of Vv(/3<•l - {30 ): 
I11 _ I11 = (e<PoT - l) I11 _ f3or 
GO M M det M 
= _l _ [ /30 (e</>oT -1)(1-e -.p.,T) - /3or] 
det . .\-1 <1>5 
= 
2 
/3o [<e</>oT - e -4>,,T -2) - (cf>or)2] ;;;;, 0. 
<Po detM 
(4.38) 
One may conclude from this that the Goel and Okumoto model gives less information about the {30 -
parameter then the Musa-model. Intuitively speaking, the Goel and Okumoto model is more random 
than the Musa model although the intensities are asymptotically equivalent. Under the model of Goel 
and Okumoto we only expect to finally have N failures; in the Musa model we finally certainly do. 
5. THE LITTLEWOOD-MODEL 
Recall that in the Littlewood-model <[>1, j = 1, ... , N are independently gamma distributed f(a,b ), 
where c[>1 denotes the failure rate of fault number j. Assume that we have already detected i - 1 faults 
up to time t (see figure 5.1 ), so N - i +I faults are still remaining in the program 
T; 
FIGURE 5.1 
Define the counting process DY) as 
DY) = I {failure j is detected in the time interval [O, t]} . 
Notice that DY) jumps only once for each j. Define 
N 
t 
(5.1) 
Dr = ~ DY), (5.2) 
j=I 
then the counting process Dr is observable and denotes the number of detected faults up to t. So Dr 
takes the value i - I in our case. 
In the first instance our goal is to find the intensity >.1 , with respect to the correct filtration, i.e. gen-
erated by the aggregate process Dr. Let 
5r =a{<[>1, Dy>, s~t,j =I, ... ,N} (5.3) 
and 
'Vt1 = a{D5 , s~t}. (5.4) 
We want to find >.;It,, that is, the intensity with respect to :11.r. We know from (5.1) that the intensity 
of a failure from fault number j is given by 
34 
l < . . t Jim -Pr{n/l-1i - nYl = 11:'~ - ) = <[>1( l -nV~ ) = <f>/ { n/~ =O} h~ h . . . (5.5) 
(if fault j has already occured the intensity equals zero. otherwise <[>1 ). So 
- N 
'A}= ~<f>i I{nY!_ = O}. (5.6) 
i=l 
We will now apply a theorem, which is known as the "Innovation-theorem": !f n, is a counting process 
and :1l1 and :'r; are two families of a-algebra's, »here :lt1 C :·~for all t and (n1 )1;;.o is adapted to (:1c1 )1 ;;.0• 
then 
(5.7) 
see for example BREMAUD ( 1977) p. 372 example or AALEN ( 1978) p. 706 Theorem 3.4. Hence, for any 
given i 
>..;1r, = E [>..} j:~r - ] = N E{ <f>/ { n~/_l_ = Oj:~1 - } 
= N. E [<[>ii { nY_l_ = 0} j'.1t1 _. fault j is not detected in [O,t )] X 
Pr (fault j is not detected in [O,t)j:lc1 _) 
+ N. E [</>/ { nY_l_ = 0} j:1c1 _, fault j is detected in [O,t )] X 
Pr {fault j is detected in [O,tWX1 _) 
The second term on the right hand side of (5.8) is zero, and 
N-n _ 
Pr (fault j is not detected in [0,t) j :lt1 _) = N 1 
So (5.8) becomes 
N-i+l 
N 
>..;11• = N. E [</>/ { nY_l_ = O}j:ltr _, fault j is not detected in [0,t)] X N -;)1 -
where Ti denotes the failure time of fault j. 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
<f>i is gamma-distributed and given <f>i = cp1 the failure times are independent exponentially distri-
buted with parameter cpi, so 
<f>i "' f(a,b) , 
Ti l<f>i = cf>i "' exp ( c/>i) · 
The joint probability density function of <f>i and Ti is therefore given by 
ba -b<t>qp-1 f(cp, T) = cf>·e-T<t>. e f(a) , T~O. cp~O. (5.11) 
So the conditional pdf of <f>J given Ti> t becomes 
x ba -b<j> a-l 
f (cpjT>t)a: J cpe-T<t> . e f(a5 dT 
I 
(5.12) 
i.e. a gamma pdf: f(a,b +t). Hence 
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a E [<J>JT >t] = -I J b -1-t (5.13) 
and therefore 
.. 1i (N -n1 _)a 
Ar'= b+t (5.14} 
LITTLEWOOD ( 1980) showed informally that. conditional on ~~l.1 • >.;" '"'"' f((N -01 _)a. b + t). This leads of course to the same result (5.14). The likelihood function now follows from ( 1.20): 
(5.15} 
In our case 
L,.= fr (N-i+l)a exp[-"il TJT (N-i+l}adtl 
i=I b+Ti i=I T b+t 
'I 
n, (N-i + l)a [ n,·rl . b +TJ\rl = IT b T . exp - .~ (N -1 + 1 )a log b T i=I + I 1=l + 1-I 
=fr (N-i+l)a n,+l [ b+Ti-l l(N-i+l)a 
i=I b +Ti . iu b +Ti!\T 
= [b+Tn, l<N-n,Ja n, (N-i+l)a(b+Ti_i)<N--i-rlJa 
b+r · iU <b+TJN-i+l)a+1 (5.16) 
Again this likelihood function equals the likelihood function that was intuitively to be expected: 
- 11, L,.= (l-Fn,+1(tn,+ilTn,)). IIfi<tdT;_i). (5.17) i=I 
since it can be shown that given t 1 , ••• ti - I· the i'th interfailure time ti is Pareto-distributed, with parameters only depending on Ti _ 1 , in particular 
and 
(N-i-1)a(b +Ti_i)<N-i-IJa 
';(tilTi -1.a.b )= ------<-.,-. +-1-1 - 1-11 (b +Ti-I +tir' -1 a-r 
I 
- [ b + T; - I l (N - I -r i)a Fi(tdTi-1.a.b)= b T + i-1 +ti 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
It is now easily seen that (5.17) equals (5.16). The log-likelihood function now becomes, where L,. = L(N,a,b) 
b +Tn, logL(N,a.b) = "71oga+(N-"7)a log b+r + 
11, 
~ [log (N-i + l) + (N-i + l)a log (b +T;_i) -
i=I 
.. 
(5.20) 
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((N-i + l)a +I) log (b +T,)]. 
The likelihood equations now become 
a 1 LI · · • 1 b + 'T + ~ = o 
aN og N.a.b =-a og -,- ..:::.. , b i=I N-i-rl (5.21) 
a n,. A A A A 11, A 
-
3 
log Ll1'i.a.b = -, + N log b-(N-n,.) log (b+T) - ~ log (b+T;) = o 
a a i=I 
(5.22) 
a .. aN- • 11, 1 a(N-n,.l a<N-n,.)(T-Tn,) 
-
3 
log LIN.a.b = -,- -(1 +a) ~ -, - - , + , , = o. 
b b ; = 1 b + T; b + T n, (b + T n, )( b + T) 
(5.23) 
when a,b and N are the ML-estimators. As we did in the previous sections, let us write N =v/30. In 
(/') A A 
the following we denote by ao,bo and /30 the true model-parameters. a ' b(P) and P(v) are the MLE's 
of a0,b0 and f30 in the v'th experiment. Then from (5.21 )-(5.23) we get 
where 
I 
m\"l = n}" - J ~\i'lds. 
0 
T 1 
= /-dm<"l 
·M I 
o a 
a<"\vfP) -n~l) 
-----+ 
b(vl+T '" 
n, 
a(•)(vfP) -nM)(T-T "' T 
r n, ) - J - I d (1') -(-b~(,,-l +-T-~-l )-(b-(•-') _+_T_) _ - o b(v) + t m1 • 
From (5.25) we get 
So 
fr I nM Jr vb(•'l - n\''l O = ·M dm\•l = ,[,,) - b(•J + t dt. 
o a a o 
·<•J n~> Iv 
a =------
'(•) n}".!. 
T /3 --! ( '(v) p )dt 
0 b +t 
X (V) T 
b'(V) + T X(V) '(•) 'T f 1-/3 log( < > ) - ~dt 
b" 0 b +t 
From (5.26) we get 
'(1') 
T --1 r - I r a<•l(v/3 -n)''.!.) 
0 = J ~dm}•l = J ~dn}•l + J '(vJ 7 di. 
0 b + t 0 b + t 0 (b + l )-
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
This leads to 
JJ - f "(1•) . , dt + •(I') j '(1•) d . ·11') _ t."'\b
11
'
1 
+T) [ 7 ni1'l_ Iv _I_ '-_I_ 11i1'1 ] 
T O (b -t- { )- a () b + f V 
Now we can combine (5.27) and (5.28). Then (5.24)-(5.26) is equivalent to 
where 
and 
11(1') 
d - 1- =O. 
v 
11~ 1 Iv_ (log h +T) b(h +T) j _J _d 11;•·> 
dd /J T () b +h V 
a'"1(h) = -----------------
7 (1') I T (1•) I h+T /J(/J+T) f 111- V !111- V (log --) , dt - --dr 
h h 0 (h + n- 0 h + t 
vl h ~· b(b +T) [ T ni"~ Iv dt +_I_ T_J _d n;1·l l ~() T [(b+t)2 aM(!J)fb+t V. 
So f,<"1 is a solution of fi"1(b )=0, where t1"1(b) is given by (5.29)-(5.31) 
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(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
Notice that it is very hard to find the maximum likelihood estimators. In practice the problem is 
often reduced by stating a= 1. Thus one assumes an exponential a-priori distribution of .p1• Now we will look at the consistency of the estimators. 
THEOREM 5.1. In the Littlewood-model 
n\•l bo a p 
sup I- -/30(1-(--) ")I-> 0 (v-.x), 
1 [O'.Tj V bo + t 
where f30 ,h0 and ao are the true model-parameters. 
PROOF. Let in Theorem 1.1 
def (/30 - x(s - ))ao 
/3(s,x)= b .l{O,;;;;x(s-),;;;;f30 } 
o+s 
As in section 3 and 4, the indicator function is irrelevant. since x(s -) will never exceed f30 • 
We will verify conditions (1.14) and (1.15): 
(/30-x(s-))ao ao 
SUD /3(s.x) ,;;;; SU)J I b + I ,;;;; sup 1-h + I · l/30 -x(s - ll s~l O.;;s<;;1 0 S ().;;,;;;;, o S 
ao 
,;;;; lt;;I · l/3ol 
Let y denote another element of D [O, x ), then 
l/J(t,x}- /3(t,y)I =I (/30-:o(:~))ao _ (/Jo -y(t - ))ao I ,;;;; 
h0 +t 
ao ao l--l · lx(t-)-y(t-)11,;;;; 1-1 SUD I x(s-)-y(s-)1 h0 +t ho s~1 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
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So according to Theorem 1.1 
n~•l P 
SUP 1- - Xrl ~ 0 (v~oc). 
/· [if.Tj p 
where x1 is the solution of 
d = (/30 - Xs)ao ds Xr bo +s . 
One can easily see that this solution is given by 
bo a 
Xr = /300 -( bo + t) "). 
COROLLARY 5.1. In the Littlewood-model 
nM P b 
_r_ ~ /30(1- (-o-t") (v~oo). 
v bo+t 
Define a(b) as 
-(I b +T) b(b +T) f.,._l_d 
x.,. og b T o b +t Xr 
a(b) = ------------''------
( lo b +T) b(b +T) f.,. Xr dt - f.,. ~dt 
g b T O (b + t)2 O b +I 
where 
bo a 
Xr = /30(1-( bo + t) "). 
Since 
.,. /3 (h + )a"+ I /3 ha"+ I 
f _I_ _ oao o T - oao o h + dxr - +I o o t (ao+I)bo(bo+Tt" 
.,. X -{3 f3 f3 bau+I -{3 (b +Tt°+I J r dt = __ o_ + _o + o o o o 
0 (bo+t)2 ho+T ho (a0+I)b0(b0 +T)""+ 1 
and 
.,. X b +T /3 ba" /3 ha" J--1 -dt = /30 log-0 - + ~ (ho +Tf-u" - ~boa" • 
0 b0 + t b0 a0 a0 
it follows that 
a(ho) = ao . 
We may conclude from Theorem 5.1. that 
p 
aM(b) ~ a(b) (v~oo) 
for each fixed b. It follows also from Theorem 5.1. that 
p 
/1-"l(h) ~ /3(b) (v~oo) 
D 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
for each fixed b, where 
/3(b) ~ b(b +,-) 
T [ 
r X1 1 r 1 l dt+-- --dx l (b+t)2 a(b) l b+t I• (5.44) 
One can easily see that /3(b 0) = /30. Define f (b) as 
b +,- r 1 
j(b) = -a(b) log -b- + j /3(b)-xi dx1 • (5.45) 
Then 
p 
fvl(b) ~ J (b) (v~oo), 
for each fixed bas a consequence of Theorem 5.1. We have 
bo+T Jr 1 bo+T bo+T j(b0) = -a0 log -b- + /3 _ dx1 = -a0 log -b- + log (-bo )°' = 0. (5.46) 
0 o 0 X1 0 
A(v) AM 
We know that fvl(b ) = 0, if the MLE b of b0 exists. So for each b' < b0 < b" 
lim Pr (there is a solution of fvl(b) = 0 in [b',b"]) = 1. (5.47) 
V->00 
Notice that we have not proved the uniqueness of the estimators. We showed that if the likelihood 
equations have one or more solutions at least one of them will be consistent, if we can make this 
choice using the data only. 
For that consistent J;<v> it can be verified that we have 
A(v) p 
aM(b ) ~ a(b0 ) = ao (5.48) 
{1vl(b(v)) _: /3(bo) = /30. (5.49) 
In conclusion, if there is more then one set of solutions [
A(V)l [A(v)l p p (V) A ) 
a of ( 5 .29)-( 5 .31) at least one set a A(v) A(v) b b 
will be consistent. 
At the end of this section, we look at the asymptotic distribution of the MLE 'it>. If we assume 
consistency of 'it>, asymptotic normality will follow easily. 
TuEOREM 5 .2. 1/il" is a consistentestimator of 00 = [ ~] · then forv~oo: 
_I A(v) ··~ 
vv (6 -00 ) ~ ·DI(0,LL(00)- 1), (5.50) 
where LL(00 ) (here L denotes Littlewood) is given by LL(Oo) = 
((ho+,-)°• -bo0 ) - 1-
/3oho0 
bo+T 
log(J;O) 
-aoT 
bo(bo +.,) 
bo+T 
log(--;;;-) 
/30 (!-(~)°') 
afi ho+,-
, /30 ((~)°u+t -l) 
bo(ao + 1) ho+,-
-a0T 
bo(bo +,-) 
/30 ((~)°'+1 _ l) 
bo(ao + 1) ho +T 
ao/30 (l-(~t°+2) 
bfi(a0 +2) ho+,-
(5.5 l) 
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PROOF. See Appendix B. D 
We will try to find estimators for the parameters in the model of Littlewood, with the data from 
Table 3.1. Because it was very difficult to find maximum likelihood estimators in this case we also 
made use of two other different methods. · 
The first alternative method comes from an idea of K.O. Dzhaparidze. nlv> is a counting process, 
with intensity 
v/3-nlv}_ [a] 
")l._!vl(t,fJ) = b + t · a · I { nlvl_ ~v/3} , fJ = % . 
nlv> has compensator 
r 
al~h = J "AM(s ;fJ)ds. 
0 
Define 
7 
also define xiv) = v- 1 nlvl and wl~h = v- 1 ml~h. Consider J 1W/J dwl~h for some predictable process tJ,M, 
0 
depending on the parameters. Suppose: 
p 
tf-t/J -.,) ifit:1J as v-,)oo. 
Therefore we expect 
7 p J (lWh)2 v- 1 "A\~h dt ~ M, 
0 
with M finite. By Lenglart's inequality (1.8) we therefore have 
7 p J iW;& dwl~h -.,) 0 (v-,)oo) . 
0 
We also expect that both 
7 p 7 J \Wh dxlv) -.,) J ifirdXr 
0 0 
and 
7 p 7 J t/i\~h V- I ~Wh -.,) J ifirdxr · 
0 0 
This suggests estimating fJ by choosing three different processes iJ)vl and solving the equations: 
7 J tiil~h dw\~h = 0. 
0 
Taking t/il~h = aafJ log "A\~h gives the likelihood equations which are hard to solve. However, if we take 
tiil~h =(b+t)tr, for r=O,l and 2, we get an easy problem. In this case the estimating equations 
become (on the event x~></3): 
'T T 7' T 
b(j tr dx\v>) + (j tr+I dxl">) - /3a(j tr dt) +a J tr xiv) dt = 0 r=O, 1,2. (5.52) 
0 0 0 0 
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The inequality of Lenglart can be applied. showing that the left hand side of (5.52) con\'erges in pro-
bability to zero. as V-'>X. at the true parameter values. By KcRTZ (1981. 1983) each term in (5.52) 
involving x}"l converges in probability to the corresponding term in .\·1 • We rewrite (5.52) as: 
r T T xt•·l nV'l - J rdx}''l - jrdx)"> I -7 
0 0 
'I I T I J__i!xM - J__ ]r 2dxl"l l~" = T Jt dx\''J 1 - J r2dx}''1 (5.53) -2r 2 T 2 • I 0 0 () 
T l J__73x<•·l - J__ ]t 3dx<•·> T J t2 dx}"J --73 - J t 3dx\•» 3 j ' T 1 I 
. -
0 0 () 
then. provided the probability limit of the matrix on the left hand side of (5.53) is nonsingular. the 
solution (bM (/ia)<"1 a<vJ )T is a consistent estimator of (b f3a a )T, and hence also yields a consistent 
estimator of ~ = (a b /3)T. The mentioned_29nsingularity has unfortunately not. b~en proved yet. 
For practical use, take v = n,.. let T ,r = 1,2.3, be the means of T;. / =I. ... ,n,., where 
nT, _ = i - I and nT, = i. In this case the estimating equations become 
TI) A TI)' 
-7 7- b 
-Ill I J 
_!__72 - J__ T2) pa T(2) (5.54) T -2r 2 2 
A -{3) 
T1, I 1 l.~ _ l. T3i a T 
--p- 3 3 
with N = P n,.. Later in this section we will give the practical results. 
Our second method is based on the least squares principle. First a remark: in the model of Little-
wood 
(N -n1 _) 
---- 1 {n1 .. ,,;;;N} 
.!?..+lt 
a a 
. . 1 1 d b we use a reparametnzation, name y p = - an µ = - , so we get 
a a 
(N -n1 -) 
">.1 = 1 { 0 1 - ,,;;;N}. µ+pt (5.55) 
Actually this is an extension of our previous model if we now also include values of p,,;;;O. When p=O 
we deal with the Musa-model. Therefore we conclude that the model of Musa is a special case of the 
Littlewood-model. 
In the model of Littlewood x1 =/3(1-(-bb )'1) (5.36). By the same reparametrization we can +t 
rewrite 
(5.56) 
Notice that 
The limit is the solution x1 in the model of Musa (see (3.13)). 
Define 
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Following the least squares method we try to calculate 
min V(µ,p./3) . 
µ..p.{J 
We didn't prove the consistency of the estimators based on the least-squares method. 
RESULTS. Using the method of D::haparid::e we get: 
N = vp =46.4 
b =2.2 
a =1u 
Using the least-squares method we get: 
N = vP =47.2 
p, =0.19 
p =0.14. 
A 
b = 1.4 
a=7.3 
Both methods give realistic estimators for N. The estimators forµ and p can be interpreted as follows: 
any failure has expected failure rate + =5.2 per Msec with standard deriation + Vp = W per 
µ µ 
Msec (results least squares method). 
Maximum likelihood estimation: In the Littlewood-model 
(N-n1-) 
A.1= + l{n1 -~N}. µ pt 
The log-likelihood function equals 
T 
log <IT AT, · exp( - J Asds)). 
. 0 
Notice 
f A. dt - ( N - i + 1) 1 µ + P Ti 
T,' t - P og( µ+pTi-I) 
= - ( N - i + 1 ) lo (1 _ pti ) 
p g µ+pTi ' 
(5.55) 
(5.57) 
(5.58) 
In case we stop at a certain (43rd) failure time (observed n =43) the log-likelihood equation becomes: 
± {log( N -i + 1) + (N -i + 1) log(l - pti )1. (5.59) 
i=I µ+pTi P µ+pTi f 
1 pti . I I For - log(l - T ) we make use of a Taylor-expens10n (p close to zero): for p <0.01 we use 
p µ+p i 
l Pt t I t 
- log ( 1 - I ) ~ - I - -p ( i )2 
p µ+pTi µ+pTi 2 µ+pTi . 
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To determine the maximum of the log-likelihood we use the following method: We search for the 
maximum of the log-likelihood in a 5 X 5 X 5 grid. For example: N = 43, 44. 45, 46 and 47; µ=0.10, 
1.15, 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30; p= 0, 0.01. O.L 1.10. We then compute the maximum of the log-likelihood 
in a new 5 X 5 X 5 grid, in the neighboorhood of the values of N, µ and p for which the maximum was 
achieved in the preceding step, and so on. 
REMARK l: For negative values of p close to zero. this still yields a meaningful model. 
REMARK 2: Another useful method is one-step Newton-Raphson iteration starting with consistent esti-
mators, for example, using the method of Dzhaparidze, when-in that case-consistency has been 
proved. Denote (JD as the estimators using the Dzhaparidze-method. We can write the one-step 
Newton-Raphson method as: 
A A a2 A - I a A 
e = eD - ( aoaoT log L(OD)) aii log L (OD> 
RESULTS. Using the grid method and putting p;;;;.O, the maximum of the log-likelihood turns out to be 
156.4. This value is achieved for N=44.5; µ=0.18 and p=O. Notice that p=O means that we are in 
the Musa-model. This confirms our conjecture that the maximum of (5.20) is achieved for infinite a. 
We also computed the log-likelihood, using the results from the method of Dzhaparidze and the 
least squares method respectively (see above). The results are given in Table 5. l. When we also allow 
negative values of p (notice that µ+p T;>O 'V;. and also N;;;:.43) the maximum of the log-likelihood 
equals 156.9. 
N µ p log-likelihood 
44.5 0.18 0 156.4 Musa 
46.34 0.21 0.09 156. l Dzhaparidze 
46.92 0.21 0.14 156. l Least Squares 
43 0.21 -0.26 156.9 M.L.E. 
TABLE 5. l. Comparison of results. 
Notice that the difference between the maximum log-likelihood (156.9) and the log-likelihood at p=O 
(Musa: 156.4) is smaller than +xr (.95) = l.97, so we cannot reject the Musa model. By computing 
E(n1) we can draw the theoretical curve which we are able to compare with the given failure data. 
- - µlip E(n1) - n1 -N(l- 11 ) (see (5.56)) (µ+pt) p 
=N(l-(1 +.£!.)- 11P) (5.59) 
µ 
Notice that n1 ~N(l - e11") in the case that p~O. Both theoretical curve and failure data are drawn 
in Figure 5.2. 
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6. GOODNESS OF FIT TESTS 
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A classical problem in statistics is the construction of the so-called goodness of fit-tests, to check 
whether a model provides a good fit to a given set of (failure) data. Let us consider the classical 
situation. Let x = (x1, .•. , Xn) be a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables 
with an unknown distribution function F(x).We consider the goodness of fit test: 
Ho:xi. ... ,Xn ,..,_, Fo, forsomefJ E 0 ~ ~P 
versus 
H1 :xi. ... ,Xn ,..,_, F =I= Fo, for any fJ. 
Thus we test the null hypothesis that the X; come from a specified parametric model, F=F0 , for some 
() E 0. 
A way to attack this problem is as follows. We can compute both Fn, the empirical distribution 
function of x1, •.. , x," and Fo •. Consider the difference F11 - FiJ.; under H 0 this should be small in 
some sense, but larger under H 1• A sensible goodness of fit test is the Kolmogorov-Srnirnov test. The 
K-S-test-statistic equals s~p I Fn(t)- FiJ.(t)I. We recall that for the set 0 consisting of a simple point 
I ~·i' 
80 , that is when a simple hypothesis is tested, n ~ (F11 - F0 ) ~ B00 (F0 ), F0 = F00 = F0 •. Here B0 
denotes the Brownian bridge. Otherwise the large sample distribution of F11 - FiJ. and hence also of 
the Kolmogorov-Srnirnov test statistic is rather complicated. A large literature exists on how to 
attack this problem. We come back to various proposals later. 
More focussed on our situation we test: 
Ho : n has intensity 'Jl..1.0, fJ E 0 
versus 
H 1 : n does not have intensity 'Jl..1• 0, fJ E 0. 
I A 
Instead of F /1 - FiJ., we now look at n - a8, with a1 :8 = J A (s, 9)ds. 
• 0 
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REMARK I. In the case that 8 = {Oo}. that is Ho:a = aii ('known'). n' ao-l is distributed as a Poisson 
process, so that a goodness of fit test is quite easy to construct. Another special case is H 0 :a = cao (ao known, c unknown) which leads to the total time on test plot (of n versus ao ). see GILL (1986). 
I 
n~v> is a counting process with intensity ).M(t :0) = v/31 (xM:O) and compensator a~~b = J >.<v>(s,O)ds. 
Here x~v> = n~vJ Iv, let x1 be the solution of x 0 = 0, 
0 
dx1 = /31(x ;O)dt. (6.1) 
Furthermore we define 
mW> = n<•> - ali">, and w~·> = v - : mli"> . (6.2) 
Let 
(6.3) 
Suppose ir> is a consistent maximum likelihood estimator of 0 (under the null hypothesis). Using the 
martingale central limit theorem one could prove under H 0 (under regularity assumptions) that 
/ [8''' -o] _: [/h®'df [jhdw]. (6.4) 
where h 1812 = hh 1 (i.e. a square matrix with elements hihi ). 
This result would be obtained as follows. Consider the following Taylor-expansions 
o = [- ~ ;0 log L(Oo>lo] = [- ~ ;0 log L(Oo)] + ! -~ Vv (0-0o)j aoa;0. log L(00 ) VP i VP i 1-I I J 
with 
(6.5) 
(using the mean value theorem for every i and j separately). Under mild conditions it can be proved 
that 
[ I I a3 T> I ] Pr -; aO;aOjaOk log L (6 11 ) < M, some finite constant ~ 1 (v~oo), 
provided that 9 is a consistent maximum likelihood estimator of 0, hence: 
[ 
1 a ] 1 2 _ , • a2 0 ~ Vv ao log L (Oo) ; +-; 1~1 Vv(9-0o); aO;aOJ log L(Oo). 
SO, 
l a _ / "<•> I a2 O ~ _ / -ao log L(Oo) + vv (8 -00 ) • - --1 log L(00). v,, ,, aoao (6.6) 
Here, 
}. :o log L(80)= }. :o [/log A1''(t ;8)dnl'' - j A1' 1(t ;8)dtl 
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I T T 
= _ / J h(v) dm\1'l = J h(v) dw\•l . 
VP o O 
(6.7) 
In the same way it can be proved that 
I a1 T p T 
- --T log L(Oo) = - J h<•l®2dxM - - jh® 2dx. (6.8) 
v aoao o o 
Result (6.4) follows from (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8). 
Summarizing, using KURTZ (1981. 1983) and the martingale central limit theorem we can obtain in 
the usual way, under reasonable smoothness assumptions and consistency of the MLE 
.p 
xM - x (v-oo) in D[O,T], 11·11 
w 
T T (6.9) 
<J h®2dx)- 1 <J hdw) 
0 0 
as v-oo in (D[O, ..,.] X IR ), J X d. Here w is a zero mean Gaussian martingale with 
< w > 1 = var (w,) = x1 
(11·11 is the supremum norm in D[O,..,.]; J is the Skorohod-metric on D[O,..,.], and dis Euclidean distance 
in IR). 
It seems reasonable to base a goodness of fit test on the process m<•> iJ" = nM -aM ii". Notice that 
m<•l ir 0 (aM it')- 1 is the total time on test plot (see e.g. GILL (1986)) before rescaling to [0,1] X 
[0,1]. Thus, in particular, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test-statistic based on m<•l ii"' - i.e. the statistic 
iim<•l ii" II - is the same as that based on the total time on test plot, up to rescaling by the amount p 
nV'> (and v- 1 nV'> - a constant). By a Taylor-expansion, it can be proved 
I I [ (') l v -: (a<•> ir - alf1) ~ v: (iJ<•> -rW / hdx . (6.10) 
We give a heuristic proof of ( 6.10). We know 
v - -- - - = v- (fJ -{}) - -- + v - . -(v: ((J<vl _()))2 - __ o . + [ a<•) ir alf l l --\ ~v) a alf 1 - -~ I -' A a2 a<•)-
v v ao v 2 ao2 v (6.11) 
Using the fact that 'it> is a Vv-consistent estimator for 8, it will be possible to prove that the last 
term in (6.11) converges in probability to zero, when v-x.. Furthermore 
lfl (-) p (') 
J_ _!___ = jh(v)/1-v) - J hdx. 
ao v o o 
We can write 
v m<•·l ()"'=I' (n("1 - a1•·1 ir) = v (nu·J -aw·i l - I' 1a1•·) ir· -aw-1 ). 
Recall 
-~ 
v (n(v>-aW'>) ~ w. 
so using (6.4) and (6. 10). we have 
,- m1'1 1"~z=w-[[h'dx] [ih"df [ihdw] 
T 
Notice that J hdw is independent of the previous process. everything is Gaussian. and we have 
0 
COY 
Thus 
w = z + [ [ h 1dx] [lh®1dx]' [ ['hdw] 
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(6.12) 
is a decomposition of was the sum of two independent zero mean Gaussian processes. By Anderson's 
lemma (ANDERSON, 1955), we therefore obtain: 
P(llwll ~ a) ~ P (llzll ~ a); 
i.e. the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, based on miJ, but ignoring the estimation of B. is conservative. 
This leads to two usual approaches: 
(a) Just use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (i.e. be conservative). 
(b) When testing at the 5%-Ievel, use the 20% critical value as an ad hoe correction to conservatism 
(an idea of A.O. ALLEN, 1978). 
6.1. THE MUSA-MODEL 
We want to check whether the model of Musa provides a good fit to the failure data of Moek (Table 
3.1). In the model of Musa the intensity equals >..("l(t;O) = cp(vf3-n1 _ ). We put N = vf3, let(}= [~) 
the parameter-vector. The solution of (6.1) in this case. turns out to be 
x1 = /30 (1-e -<tv). (6.13) 
Furthermore, 
(6.14) 
We already proved that 'jp> is a consistent maximum likelihood estimator of (} (Theorem 3.2). We 
also proved (6.4) in the case that we deal with the Musa-model. In this case we are able to prove 
( 6. JO) because now 
_q:_ a(•) .,,, = [o t] ao2 I :o r o . 
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and we know O:s:;;1:s:;;T<oo. Together with the proved consistency of 'iti. the last term in (6.11) con-
a aWl P <» 
verges in probability to zero. Now using (6.11) together with au -
11
- -1hdx. this completes the 
proof of ( 6.10) in the Musa-case. 
We now perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test to check the adequacy of the fitted 
model, by using approach (b). For n,. = 43, then failure times O:s:;;T1 :s:;;T2 ,;;;; • · • :s:;;T43 =Tare ran-
dom variables. In fact T should be fixed (for example 0.6 Msec), but we don't know what happened 
after detection of the 43rd bug. We put T = T43 . Let 
n(Ti) i 1 i ~ ~ . . 
F,,(T;) = -( -) =-,and F(TJ = - ~ cf> (N-; + 1) ti, 1 =I, ... ,n. 
DT n nj=I 
Then we calculate the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic D by 
i i -1 Di= max {I F(T;)---1 1, IF(T;)---1 1}, D = maxiD;. n- n-
Using the data of Moek (Table 3.1.), we found D =0.075 and when we compare this with the refer-
ence value D42:.2o = 0.160 (remember we used approach (b)), we accept the null-hypothesis. So, by 
using this approach, the model of Musa provides a very good fit to the data we used. The same also 
turns out to be true for the model of Goel and Okumoto. 
We can alternatively make use of two other approaches leading to (asymptotically) exact tests, 
avoiding both conservatism (a), and ad hoe approximation (b): 
( c) Compute the distribution of llzll by simulation or by numerical intergration, cf. KARDAUN, 1986. 
(d) Transform z, and correspondingly zM into another process for which the distribution of its 11·11 is 
easy to find or well known. We are going to use approach (d), following an idea of E. 
KHMALADZE ( 1981) in the context of empirical processes. Consider the asymptotic situation, and 
let z* = z - z, where z is the compensator of z with respect to its natural filtration. In fact, we 
consider 
T 
~=a {w5 , s :s:;; t; jhdw}. 
0 
z * will be a Gaussian martingale, with easy properties. KHMALADZE (1981) shows that the transfor-
mation from z to z* loses no statistical information, in a certain sense. Clearly a { z_, :s :s:;; t} c; ~Tt and 
equality can also be shown, modulo completion by null sets. 
For x = (x1, x2) ,..., 0l(µ, 2:): 
E(xi!x2)=µ1+2:122::22 1 (x2-µ2), with E(x;)=µ; andcov(x;,x1)=2:iJ. 
T 
Because both dwf and J h5 dW5 are Gaussian, heuristically, 
[ 
T T T 
E(dw1 I~) = E(dw1l/hdw)= h/ dx1 (jh®2dx)- 1 (jhdw) 
I I I 
and hence we expect 
Z1 = j {hidxs (fh® 2dx)- 1 (fhdw)} 
0 s s 
- [jhT<lx,] { [lh®'<lx] _, [lhdw]} 
z: =z,-z,= w, -)
0 
{hidx, [Lh~'dxf ([,h.dw.]} 
(6.15) 
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- . 
= W1 -wr =w1. 
where w is the compensator of w with respect to {':~ }. 
We can write z* by reversing the order of integration as 
T {lll [T i-ll z; =w, -,[, ,£,h[dx, [h®2dx J",,dw,,. 
From this we can compute cov(z_;. z;) = 
J{I// [T i-11 x, ,- .L ,L,hYdx,. (h"'ctx J",,dx,, 
/{l/S [T l-l1 
-.L, .f/:dx, !h"'dx J".dx,, 
,. [Iu 1 [,. l- 11 ju"'[,. i- 1 } + .l, tL hYdx,. (h"'dx J"~'dx,, ,.[, (h"'dx h,.dx, 
(6.16) 
We split the final term into two terms corresponding to v<v' and v>v'. The first of these is 
.L .l/:dx. [lh®'dxr' h,dx, 
= •. Z }h:dx, [!h•2ctxr'h,dx,, (6.17a) 
and similarly the second is 
,[~ JhY dx, [!h®2dx]\dx,, (6.17b) 
Substituting (6.17a) and (6.17b) in (6.16) gives 
I 
This shows that z* is indeed a martingale. So if we can construct a transform of v - : 
1
mM ii" which is 
asymptotically distributed as z*, this is in fact the asymptotic distribution of v - -~ m8 ; thus after 
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transformation we may entirely forget the estimation of B. 
1:'he most obvious transformation seems to be th~ following. We simply substitute ft'1• x1"J and 
- -; A (I') d A A • 
v - m(v) ii" for h, x, and win (6.15). Here h, = aij log(<j>(N-n, _ J). The substitution of the first 
two estimates seems harmless, the last one is more subtle. We should reallv want to substitute I I --~ 
..; ! 
v - ·: mif'l for w, because v - -: mif'> ~ w. The difference. however. between v mM ii'' and v - -: m~·> 
is asymptotically 
[lhTdx] [lh®'df [lhdw] (6.18) 
Replacing win (6.15) by (6.18) gives zero. In other words. the mapping w -7 w - \Vis a projection. 
T 
Notice also that J f..<vJ dm1"> ir 0; this is precisely the likelihood equation. 
0 
So, we conclude that we can probably use the goodness of fit test statistic 
I{ [T i-IT 1 m- f i.;dx, / h"'dX / i.dmJ 1~ -~ v (6.19) 
which is expected to be asymptotically distributed as sup jB1 j where B is a 
1 [O'.I] standard Brownian 
motion. Notice (6.19) only exists if t<T (KHMALADZE, 1981. page 251). In (6.19) 
A A '(v) x = x<v) = n<v) Iv, h = h(x; 0 ), m = nM -a(P) it 
and taking e.g. v = nV'l (that doesn't make any difference) the test-statistic becomes: 
with 
- .+ A (-) AT T A ®2 T A A 
llm - J (h5 dns <J h dn)- 1 J hdm)ll n -T 
0 
n A h = h (-;0). 
~ 
In the model of Musa, with >..1 = <fl(N -n1 _ ). (}= ( ~) the parameter vector. we have 
A - [h1:1] -h - A -
h2:1 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
It can be seen in (6.20) that the statistic is invariant under a rescalitig of the components of h; 1.e. 
premultiplying by a diagonal matrix. Thus the ~ in the numerator of h1:1 can be replaced by I. 
In general. therefore, we may use the statistic 
where 
(-) 
m = n - f ).. (t ;~)dt. 
0 
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In our case the test-statistic can be rewriten as: 
-- sup /1 - ~ </> (N-i + l)ti - ~ _,,A __ _ I I[ II A A l II [ I ~ 1.;;11.;;n,.-I i=I s=I N-s+l det 
{ [ n, -~~ + 1 ] · [-,~.~~ + '~' N -: + I l 
- [ ~ A A I . ] · ( - ~ (N - i + I )tj + n,. - ! + I J 1 
i =s <P{N -1 + l) i =s </> f 
+~·-1 ·{[~A A I. ]· [-~~t;+~ A I. J+ 
<f> det i =s <P(N-1 + l) i =s i =s N -1 + l 
+[~ A ~ ,] • [-~(N-i+l)tj+ n,.-:+ 111 (6.22) 
i =s (N-1 + 1)- i =s </> f 
where <let (determinant) equals 
A ~ -A-- - ~ -A -A -n,.-s+l n,. I [n, I ]2 
</> i =s (N-i + 1)2 1 =s <P(N - i +I) 
(6.23) 
Notice that (6.23) equals zero when s =n,., this could cause problems, but we avoided this by comput-
ing the supremum over values of n for which t ,,;;;;11 :;;;;;n,. - I. 
The critical value, at the 95 percent level, equals 2.2454. The value of the last test-statistic we found 
with n =43 equals 0.3948, which is far below the critical value. So we have to conclude that the 
Musa-model fits adequately. 
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3 
Look at the following Taylor-expansions 
- I a A(P) - 1 a . I A(v) T I a2 ,ai) 0 - Vv ao log L (9 )i - Vv ao log L (80); + vv(9 -80) ·-;; a8a8; log L(9 ), 
where 
l<B(i) -8o)j I :;:;;;; I <B(v) -Oo)j I ; = 1.2; J = 1.2. 
It is sufficient to show that 
and that 
1 a ~ y; au log L (80) ~ :lt(O,~GO (80) (v~oo) 
1 a - r 
- - 2 log L (9) ~ - ~Go (80) (v~oo). v a8 
Let us first look at (A.2). From (4.3) we get (N =v/30 ) 
So 
a n(v) T I 
- log L (80 ) = _T_ - v(l -e -</>oT) = J - dm~•l ap /30 0 /30 
(A. I) 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
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where 
() ,,, a np n, T I a log L (Bo)= _T_ - 2: Ti - vf3o Te -<?.,T = f (- - t)dm~vl. 
<f> </>o i=I 0 </>o 
r 
m\vl = n\v> - J A~v) ds. 
0 
Notice that ~o equals a~ log 'A.1 and ( ~ -t) equals a~ log A1 , since Ar= v/30 </>o exp[-<J>ot]. 
(A.6) 
j ~ d <m<v> >(s) 
0 /30 
r 1 I J- (--s) d<mM>(s) 
0 /30 <Po I a I < y; au log L (B0 ) >(t)=-; 
I I I J.- (--s) d<mM>(s) j (-1 -s)2 d<mM >(s) 
0 <Po 0 /30 /36 
Using d <m<v> >(t)=A\v>dt =v/30</>oe -cp.,i, (A.7) becomes 
JI </>o -cp.,sd -e s r I - s J <J>o(--s)e % ds 0 <Po I a < y; au log L (Bo)>(t)= 0 /30 
r I - s J Bo(--s)e </J., ds 
0 <Po 
te -rp.,i /30 /30 -cp.,r /3 2 -<1>i.1r 
- - - e - 0 t e 
<!>5 <1>5 
def 
= Lco(Bo) when t =r. 
To apply a martingale central limit theorem, we further need V't:>O 
T I I I I p j - - 2 Ar I {I,;- · -13 i>t:} dt ~ 0 (v-Ht:l) 0 v /30 v v 0 
and 
T I I I I p J - (--t)2 A1I{I. 1 (--t)l>t: }dt __,. 0 (v~oo). 
0 v <Po v v <Po 
( .7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
(A.10) 
1 A1 I I . / 1 . In (A.9) - 2 · - /{I. I · -13 l>t:} equals 0 when vv > - 13 , so mdeed (A.9) holds. To show /30 v v v 0 €. 0 
T I A(P) 
(A.10) notice that J (--t)2 · - 1- dt < oo and is independent of v. Furthermore, 
0 <Po v 
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/{I_ ~(-1--t)l>f} converges pointwise to zero for t=l=-1-. The use of dominated convergence now 
VP ~ ~ 
leads to (A.IO). We may now apply the martingale central limit theorem mentioned in Section I and 
conclude that 
I a -~ . Vv ao log L (Bo)~ ~ll(O, LGO (Bo)), 
where Leo(B0 ) is given by (A.8). Now look at (A.3), we will first prove that 
I a2 P 
- - 7 log L (B0 ) ~-.Leo (B0 ) (v~'Xl). We have v aB-
1 a1 n(P) p I 
- - 7 log L (Bo)=-__::_,..~ -- (l-e- 8"7) (v~'XJ), 
p a {3- v/Jo /Jo 
I a2 0 M P f3 1 L(B ) - T +/3 ) -00 T 0 (l -</>i,T)+/3 J -9.,T - - 7 og o - -J 0 -re ~ --, -e 0 re v a<1>- vBo </>o 
1 a1 I L (B ) - I a2 1 L (B ) - -.;..,T 
-; apa<f> og 0 - -; a<1>a{3 og 0 - -7e . 
The convergence in probability in (A. I I) and (A.12) is a consequence of Corollary 4. l : 
So indeed 
O(P) p 
-
1
- ~ /Jo(l-e</>oT) (v~x:). 
p 
(A. I I) 
(P~OC ), (A.12) 
(A.13) 
I a2 P 
-; aB2 log L (Bo)~ - Leo (Bo) (v~'XI ). (A.14) 
Now look at (jj =(Ji'): 
1 a2 - 1 a2 2 - 1 a3 
-; aBiaB1 log L (9) =-; aoiaoJ log L (Bo)+ k~1 (6-Bo)k . -; ao,aB1aok log L(6*), 
i = 1,2; j= l,2, where 1(6* -Bo)kl .;;; 1(0-0o)kl .;;; l<B<v> -Bok I· (A.15) 
"(P) p p 
In Theorem 4.2 we have proved 6 ~ B0 ( v~ oo ). So from (A. l 5) we get 6* ~ 00 ( v~ oo) and 
- p -
6 ~ B0 (v~oo ). Note that 6* and 6 may not actually be measurable; however the usual outer proba-
bility argument takes care of this. In our case we have for v~ 'XI: 
I a3 2 n(P) p 2 
- - log L (6*)= -- · _T_ ~ - (l-e-4\'T) (v~oo) 
v a /33 <f3* >3 v /35 
I a3 • 
-; a<1>a/32 log L (9 ) = o 
I a3 l L n.* 2 n~•) a* 1 -<[>0 7 p 2 /30 /3 ) -.;..,T 
-; a<f>3 og ( U ) = ( tj> *)3 • -V- - p T e ~ <f>rl - O T e 
I a3 . p 
- -- logL(6*)=-r2e-<f>T ~-?e-4\'T (v~oo). 
v apa<1>2 
All right hand sides are finite. So we have 
2 - I a3 P ~ (6-Bo)k · - ao.ao.ao log L (0*) ~ 0 (v~oo). 
k=I V I j k 
(v~oc) 
(A.16) 
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Hence we may conclude from (A.14) and (A.16) that 
1 32 - P ; afP log L (6) - - Leo (80 ) (v-CXJ ). (A.17) 
Using CRAMER (1946) or BILLINGSLEY (1961) (Theorems 2.2 and 10.1) we may conclude that 
A(v) ·ll -I Vv (6 - Bo) - :lt(O, Leo (Bo) ). D 
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2 
Consider the following usual Taylor-expansions 
_ 1 a AM . _ 1 a . , A(v) T 1 a2 
0- Vv aologL(6 )1- Vv aologL(Bo)i+vv (6 -Bo)·; ao.aoi 
where 
l(ifi) - Bo>11 ~ 1<0<"> - Bo>11 i = I.2.3; j = 1.2.3. 
It is sufficient to shown that 
and 
1 a ~ y; ao log L (Bo) - 0((0, LL (Bo)) (v-oo) 
l 32 - P 
- - 2 logL(6)- -LL (80 ) (v-oo) v au 
where LL (80) is given by (5.53). First look at (B.2) 
aaa log L (Bo)= f l <v> dm~"l , 
fJ o /Jo - !!.!__ 
p 
a T 1 
-3 log L (80) = J - dm~•>, a o ao 
_!_ l L (8 ) - JT-=-!___ d (v) 
ab og 0 - 0 bo + t m, . 
logL(iJ-\ 
(B. l) 
(B.2) 
(B.3) 
(B.4) 
(B.5) 
(B.6) 
a 1 a -1 a Notice again that --0~-,,l.- equals aji log Ar, ~ equals a:;- log Ar and bo +t equals ab log Ar. f3o--
v 
Hence 
l a < Vv aB logL(Oo) >r = 
r 1 f n(v) 
0 (/30 - _::.=..._ )2 
v 
r A<vi r -A1v1 
* f -T-ds f s d 
v 0 ao 0 ao(ho +s) s 
* * 
r ( 
f ao ds j~ds 0 n~vl_ (/30- -)(ho +s) 0 0 s 
v 
n~vl_ 
r Po---
* [ ao(ho :s) 
* * 
Using Theorem 5.1, this leads to 
l a < Vv ao log L (Oo)>r 
p 
~ 
((ho+t)°"-h'tn-1-
/3ohg" 
* 
* 
def 
=~L (00 ) with t=T. 
Furthermore we need V'E>O 
Jog [ b~:t l 
Ji. [1- [~]""] a3 h0 +t 
* 
r A<vi 
[ (ho~s)2 ds 
r J -ao ds 
0 (ho +s)2 
n~vl_ 
r -(/30--) 
ds f v ds (ho +s)2 0 
I 
f 0 
/30 
ao(/30 -n~vl_ Iv) 
(ho+s)3 
-a0 t 
ho(ho + t) 
ho(ao + l) 
ds 
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(B.7) 
(B.8) 
j J.. · l (v) · A\vl l{I _ ~ l (v) I >f}dt _: 0 (v~oo)R , (B.9) 
o v (/3o _ Dr - )2 V v /3 Dr -
v ( o--v-) 
f l_ · -1z · A\v> · 1{1-1- · - 1 l>t:}dt :o (v~co), (B.10) 
0 v a0 Vv a0 
f-r l_ · I A\v) · 1{1-1- · I l>f}dt _: 0 (v~oo). (B.11) 
0 v (h0+t)2 Vv (h 0 +t) 
The integrand of (B.9) equals 0 when Vv(/30 -x<,:l)?:> l /€, the integrand of (B.10) equals 0 when 
Vva0 ?:>l!t:; and finally the integrand of (B.11) equals 0 when Vv · h0 ?:>l/€. We may now apply the 
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martingale central limit theorem mentioned in Section 1. Conclusion: 
1 a ·0 y; au log L (80) ~ :'li.(0, LL (80)) (v~'.lC). 
Now look at (B.3). We will first show that 
1 a1 P 
- - 2 log L (80) ~ - LL (80) (v~'.lC) v a8 
l a2 T l nM p -a T 
- · - log L (80)= - J---- d - 1- ~ --0 J (b0+t)""- 1 dt 
v a132 n<v> v /3 b"" 
0 ( /30 - __!__::__ )2 0 0 0 
v 
l a2 T l nip) p /3obo" T l 
- - logL(80)= - J- d- ~ --- J dt 
V aa2 o afi V Go o (bo+t)"u+I 
= - .I!!!_ (1-(~t°) (v~oo). 
a5 ho +'T 
n<vl 
l a2 T l 0 (v) T ao(/30 - _T_) P I L (fJ ) f --- d _T_ - 2 f v dt ~ 
-;; -a13-2 og o = o (bo +t)2 v o (bo +t)3 
l a
2 
l a
2 
T l [ b Ob+o 'f l · 
-;; aaa/3 log L (80) =-;; aj3aa log L (80) = - ! bo +t dt = - log 
n\vl_ 
l a2 l a2 T /3o--p- p 
- a ab log L (80) = - aba log L (80 ) = f 2 dt ~ v a v a 0 (b0 +t) 
(B.12) 
(B.13) 
(B.14) 
(B.15) 
(B.16) 
-/30 [[ bo ]""+! -l]. (B.17) 
bo(ao + l) bo +T 
} a2 } a2 T Go Go'T 
- aba/3 log L (80) = - aj3ab log L (80 ) = f 2 dt = b (b ) . (B.18) v v 0 (/30 +t) o o+T 
All convergence in probability in (B.13)-(B.18) follows from Theorem 5. l. So we have indeed 
1 a1 
-;; a82 log L (80) = - LL (80). 
- -;!..i) Now look at (8 = 8 ) 
1 a1 - 1 a1 3 - 1 a3 
-;; a8;aej log L (8) =-;; a8;a8j log L (80) + k~1 (8-8o)k . -;; a8,a81a8k log L (8*), 
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where 
(B.19) 
~g;in outer probabilityP arguments take for the fact that ()* may tot be measurable. We assumed 
6 ~ B0 (v~oo), so 6* ~Bo (v~:x;) from (B.19). Therefore aB}BiaBk log L (6*) is finite for v~oo 
for all i,j,k: 
1 a2 A p 
- -, log (6) ~ -~L (Bo). 
v aB-
We have proved (B.2) and (B.3), so according to CRAMER (1946) or BILLINGSLEY (1961) (Theorems 2.2 
and 10.1) 
where ~L (Bo) is given by (5.53) or (B.8). D 
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